Donor Profile
A Profile of Donors & Donations

February 28 - March 3 • The Mirage & Las Vegas Convention Center
THURSDAY AUCTIONS—February 28, 2013

**Ladies Luncheon & Auction**
11:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.  
LVCC—S231-233

Doors open 11:30 a.m.  
Lunch is served Noon  
Auction begins 1:00 p.m.

**Hunters Bonanza Luncheon & Auction**
11:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.  
LVCC—Exhibit Hall S4

Doors open 11:30 a.m.  
Lunch is served Noon  
Auction begins 1:00 p.m.

FRIDAY AUCTIONS—March 1, 2013

**Friday Luncheon & Auction**
11:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.  
LVCC—Exhibit Hall S4

Doors open 11:30 a.m.  
Lunch is served Noon  
Auction begins 1:00 p.m.

SATURDAY AUCTIONS—March 2, 2013

**Saturday Luncheon & Auction**
11:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.  
LVCC—Exhibit Hall S4

Doors open 11:30 a.m.  
Lunch is served Noon  
Auction begins 1:00 p.m.

OTHER INFORMATION

**Absentee Bidding:**
Phone bids/Sealed bids: Phone bids must be arranged in advance. Deadline is February 15, 2013.  
Live internet bidding: See more information on bidding over the internet by visiting our website at www.rmef.org/AboutUs/ElkCamp

**Buyer’s Premium:**
A 3% Buyer’s Premium added to all auction purchases with a few exceptions. Buyer’s Premium is waived for on-site cash/check purchases. No sales tax on auction purchases. The Oregon Elk/Deer Combo permit is exempt from Buyer’s Premium. A 10% Buyer’s Premium is applied to the Nevada Elk Tag (7% for on-site cash payments.)

*For questions regarding auction items or to arrange absentee bidding, contact Kristy Bosworth at (406) 523-0242 or kbosworth@rmef.org.*
*Complete one registration form per individual or couple.

Name(s): ____________________________

Address: ____________________________________________________________

City: ____________________________ State: ____________________________ Zip: ____________________________

Phone: ____________________________ Email: ____________________________

MEMBERSHIP:

[ ] New [ ] Current [ ] Renewal [ ] Member Number ____________________________

Note: You MUST be an Elk Foundation member (New, Current or Renewing) to register for convention meal functions. Membership is not included in registration prices.

REGISTRATION PACKAGES

MONARCH PACKAGE:

An All Events registration package for those looking to experience everything Elk Camp 2013 has to offer. Includes access to all events, reserved seating if you register by Jan. 15, and more than $15,000 in prizes. Visit www.rmef.org/elkcamp for details.

IMPERIAL PACKAGE:

Includes reserved seating if you register by Jan 15. Excludes Friends of the Foundation Breakfast and Volunteer Fun Night. After January 4, 2013, through January 31, 2013, will receive a 50% refund. From February 1 on, no refund will be given.

RESERVED SEATING FOR PACKAGES: Group seating is available if registered by Jan 15. Indicate seating preference below (attach extra sheet if needed) or by phone, fax or mail.

Names: ____________________________

PARTIAL REGISTRATION AND OPTIONAL EVENTS

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 28:

Exhibit Hall/Hunting Seminars (all day pass) ................................................................. $10 ea. x ____ tickets = $ __________

Ladies Luncheon & Auction ........................................................ $50 ea. x ____ tickets = $ __________

Hunters Bonanza Luncheon & Auction ................................................................. $50 ea. x ____ tickets = $ __________

29th Annual Opening Ceremonies and Dinner ......................................................... $145 ea. x ____ tickets = $ __________

FRIDAY, MARCH 1:

Friends of the Foundation Breakfast ........................................................................ $50 ea. x ____ tickets = $ __________

Exhibit Hall/Hunting Seminars (all day pass) ................................................................. $10 ea. x ____ tickets = $ __________

Luncheon & Benefit Auction ...................................................................................... $50 ea. x ____ tickets = $ __________

Volunteer Fun Night ................................................................................................... $50 ea. x ____ tickets = $ __________

SATURDAY, MARCH 2:

Exhibit Hall/Hunting Seminars (all day pass) ................................................................. $10 ea. x ____ tickets = $ __________

Luncheon & Benefit Auction ...................................................................................... $50 ea. x ____ tickets = $ __________

Grand Banquet, Concert & Dance ............................................................................ $145 ea. x ____ tickets = $ __________

FCA (Fellowship of Christian Athletes) Prayer Breakfast (limited seating, please RSVP here) ...................................................... (no charge) Number attending ______

SUNDAY, MARCH 3:

Exhibit Hall/Hunting Seminars (all day pass) ................................................................. $10 ea. x ____ tickets = $ __________

4-DAY EXHIBIT HALL/SEMINAR PASS (good Thursday-Sunday) ..................................................... $28 ea. x ____ tickets = $ __________

TOTAL DUE: $ ________

PAYMENT INFORMATION

[ ] CHECK [ ] AMEX [ ] VISA [ ] MASTERCARD [ ] DISCOVER

Card Number: ____________________________ Exp. Date: ____________________________

Signature: ____________________________

Hotel Information: Please visit www.rmef.org/AboutUs/ElkCamp/Hotels.htm for hotel listing and rates.

Cancellation Policy: Cancellations received prior to January 4, 2013, will receive a 100% refund. Cancellations received January 5, 2013, through January 31, 2013, will receive a 50% refund. From February 1 on, no refund will be given.

Please Note: For group seating, call, fax or mail registrations together. Those who have a partial registration are not eligible for reserved seating. Register by January 15, 2013, and your tickets will be mailed by February 4, 2013, to the address at the top of this form.
ELK COUNTRY LOG CABIN
By ACS Log Build
This is one of the most amazing donations seen at Elk Camp! ASC has not only donated a log cabin, but this log cabin is made from high-quality nine-inch cedar logs that will last for centuries. ACS has also included a set of blueprints valuing more than $5,000 as well as the stain, log screws, tape and caulk to assemble the cabin. Pella has even donated the windows and doors. This donation package is unprecedented. The buyer can have the materials shipped to them and assembled by their local builder or contract ACS to deliver and build the cabin. Craig Stewart with ACS will be exhibiting at Elk Camp with Sierra Log Homes and will be available for any questions regarding shipping and assembly. Craig Stewart, owner of ACS Log Build, has been a general contractor and builder for 22 years and has erected quality residential and commercial log projects all of the United States.

Note: Upgrades available for cabin specs, windows and doors

INCLUDED:
• 1,494 total square feet
• Nine-inch cedar log package
• Dimensions and square feet: 24’x 36’;
  main 864 sq-ft; loft 630 sq-ft; balcony 4’x 24’; front deck 8’x 24’
• A full set of blueprints with engineer stamp for anywhere in continental United States
• A unique floor plan designed for RMEF
• Choice of double tongue-and-groove, Swedish-coped, or 6’x 10’ Tuscan timber logs with hand peeled surface
• Pre-cut package with all notches and door/window openings
• Douglas fir 12” log loft system
• Douglas fir 12” ridge beam
• Cedar log stair parts
• Cedar log railing for interior loft and exterior balcony and 8’ x 24’ front deck with 9’ deck, balcony and loft posts
• Post and beam great room wall 12” cedar posts
• Post and beam rear gable with 12” cedar logs
• Solid log gables of matching log
• Pella windows (vinyl), Pella patio door (wood clad with hardware), Pella front door composite 9 light with small window
  (Certificate for package value. Buyer can choose their own style.)
• All the lags, log screws, insulation tape, and caulk you will need to build the cabin
• Stain color of your choice

ACS Log Build, Craig Stewart, Overland Park, KS
(913) 302-8531, www.acslogs.com, Booth #1616
Pella, www.pella.com
BOOMER 3050 CAB CVT TRACTOR WITH LOADER
By New Holland

New Holland is back at Elk Camp, and this time they are bringing their Boomer 3050 Series 2 tractor decked out in CAMO! If you have a large property and a wide variety of chores, this deluxe Boomer™ Compact Tractor with Super Suite cab is what dreams are made of. Their exceptional power, comfort innovative Easy Drive™ CVT transmission, maneuverability and ease of operation make them ideal for homeowners and hobby farmers alike. Whether you use your tractor to maintain a few acres or you depend on it to make a living, Boomer™ compact tractors will deliver. This Boomer has a 50 horsepower engine and comes with a handy loader. Whether your work has you and your Boomer in a sub-zero environment or the blistering heat, the Boomer’s four-cylinder, naturally-aspirated engine will perform. In just one year New Holland has contributed more than $45,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program, and that’s not including this beauty for the 2013 Elk Camp!

New Holland Agriculture, New Holland, PA
http://agriculture.newholland.com/us
Booth #629

ECHOES OF ZION ORIGINAL PAINTING
By Larry Zabel

RMEF recently lost a dear friend, artist Larry Zabel. Although Larry’s paintings of the American West, its wildlife, ranching life and native peoples have won him high acclaim, Larry was much more than a gifted artist. He was also a dedicated RMEF life member and staunch 25-year supporter, a man of grit and generosity who gave freely of his time and talent to the Elk Foundation, as well as to his local chapter in Ennis, Montana. This beautiful original painting of Echoes of Zion is a perfect way to remember such an important man. Larry contributed more than $300,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program. (And, on a personal note: Larry, I thank you, I miss you, and I’ll never forget you. —Kristy)

Zabel Western Art, Bob Gates, McAllister, MT, (406) 682-4297
Booth #469
HAND-CRAFTED ELK IVORY, GOLD AND DIAMOND NECKLACE

By Jensen Jewelers

This year Jensen’s has brought another stunning elk ivory and diamond necklace. This breathtaking piece features 14k yellow gold with a triple ivory setting accented with 1.75 carats of sparkling diamonds. For 20 years, Jensen Jewelers has brought their highest quality jewelry to the Elk Camp auction. They’ve been crafting fine jewelry for more than 50 years, and they are still a privately owned company, growing from their first location in Twin Falls, Idaho, to fourteen stores across four states. Jensen Jewelers has contributed more than $313,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

Jensen Jewelers/Ringmakers, Twin Falls, ID
(208) 734-7934, www.jensen-jewelers.com, Booth #1343

JOHN WAYNE COLLECTOR’S EDITION SADDLE AND RIFLE SET

RMEF Habitat Partner, George Michel, has generously donated this amazing collector’s item to the 2013 Elk Camp Auction. Circle Y Saddles was selected by Wayne Enterprises to craft this special John Wayne saddle. Celebrating the 100th anniversary birthday of film legend John Wayne, the saddle is inspired by the original on display at the National Cowboy and Western Heritage Museum in Oklahoma City. With its hand-tooled design, engraved brass rigging, rawhide braided riata and Mexican peso conchos, this saddle commemorates Duke’s legacy of courage, strength and grit. The package includes a custom saddle stand with tooled-leather medallions and an engraved sterling silver and gold numbered maker’s plate, an informative DVD and a book about John Wayne’s film history. If that wasn’t enough, RMEF has added the 1892 John Wayne 100th Anniversary Winchester rifle. The Model 92 High Grade Carbine is also officially licensed by the John Wayne family. This .44-40 Winchester has a gloss blued barrel, silver nickel nitride receiver with engraving and includes a rear carbine ladder sight and a blade front sight. The stock is satin walnut with steel buttplate and large loop lever. This package is truly a special addition to a western heritage collection that is sure to be a treasure of the future.

George Michel, Yakima, WA

POSSUM—ONE FANTASTIC MULE!

By Jake, Kay & T.J. Clark

Possum is a nine-year-old sorrel mare mule that is 15.1 hands tall, 1,100 pounds and drop-dead gorgeous. T.J. has been riding her for the past five seasons, and for those who know T.J., this is a sure sign that Possum is exceptionally well-broke and very responsive. This beautiful mare mule has an impeccable Quarter Horse confirmation with a baby doll neck and those big beautiful, long ears that give her athletic ability and intelligence. Possum has been ridden and packed many miles and is as gentle as they come. The mules Jake chooses to bring to Elk Camp have sold for $18,000-$32,000. Jake’s love for his mules inspired their Mule Days event, which features and promotes the best saddle-mules nationwide. Don’t miss this opportunity to buy Possum, and join Jake at their 16th Annual Mule Days parade and “sale-a-bray-tion” in Ralston, Wyoming, June 12-16, 2013, Father’s Day weekend. The Clark family’s Wyoming Wilderness Outfitters has contributed more than $489,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

Wyoming Wilderness Outfitters, Jake, Kay & T.J. Clark. Powell, WY
(307) 754-4320, Jake: (307) 272-6635, T.J.: (307) 272-4563
www.saddlemule.com and www.wyomingwilderness.com, #BG178
BLACK MALE LAB PUPPY

By Lori’s Labradors

Ok, could he get any cuter? Lori and Roger Young, long-time friends and supporters of RMEF, are returning to Elk Camp with a big, black, beautiful lab puppy! The litter arrived December 8th, and, by the time Elk Camp arrives, he will be 11 weeks old, housebroke, crate-trained and micro-chipped. He will also have his due-claws removed and will have started his retrieving training. He’ll have all of his shots and he will be ready to fly. This puppy has excellent bloodlines including American Field Champions, Field Champions, Master Hunters and Junior Hunters. Roger and Lori have been raising quality Labrador retrievers for 17 years and have an excellent reputation for breeding quality dogs. They are a small kennel, and they strive to produce calm, intelligent dogs that are very trainable. Lori’s Labradors make great hunters and family pets. Their dogs can also be found working with Gallatin Country Search & Rescue and Montana Fish, Wildlife & Parks. Lori and Roger have contributed more than $55,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

Lori’s Labradors, Lori & Roger Young, Whitehall, MT
(406) 287-2123, Vegas show contact: cell (406) 560-3939
www.lorislabradors.com, Booth #1347

RAINY PASS LODGE COMMEMORATIVE RIFLEMAN’S RIFLE

In 2012 Rainy Pass Lodge and the Winchester Model 70 rifle both celebrated 75 years of quality hunting. To commemorate this milestone, Steve and Denise Perrins commissioned a limited edition of 75 very special custom rifles. This featherweight stainless steel .300 WinMag Rifleman’s Rifle features a grade IV/V full-fancy walnut stock. The floorplate features an engraving of a bear drawn by Buckey Winkley, Registered Guide #34 and known to many of you. One side is engraved “Rainy Pass Lodge” and the other with “75 Years of the Rifleman’s Rifle”. The rifle comes with a custom commemorative sleeve and a copy of a State of Alaska Certification for Rainy Pass Lodge as Alaska’s oldest hunting lodge. This is a rifle perfect for any collection, and one you won’t want to miss! The Perrins have contributed more than $54,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

The Perrins’ Rainy Pass Lodge, Steve Perrins
(907) 248-7599, cell (907) 230-6093
www.theperrinsrainypasslodge.com, theperrins@rainypasslodge

RMEF VLTOR TS3 CARBINE 1-OF-1

By Abrams Airborne Mfg Inc./Vltor Weapon Systems

Especially made for RMEF, this weapon was first featured on the History Channel’s “Top Shot”. The Vltor TS3 carbine has the best combination of the features and components offered in today’s market. The TS3 is the result of several different technologies, such as the rigid polyolithic upper receiver, which offers remarkable stability, strength and optics mounting solutions, the patented “A5” buffer and recoil system and the exclusive enhancements of the Vltor lower receiver and stock assembly. These technologies make what was one of the most ergonomic platforms in history even more comfortable and practical to shoot. Abrams has contributed more than $22,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

Abrams/Vltor Weapon Systems, Gary Abrams, Tucson, AZ
WINE STORAGE CABINET, FOYER BENCH AND SIDE TABLE

By Morris Erickson

Morris Erickson is a favorite at convention, continually displaying high-quality, hand-carved furniture all featuring his incredible wildlife carvings. This year, his Ladies Auction item will be a beautiful side-table that measures approximately 24” x 35” x 60”. His Friday Auction item will be a fantastic foyer bench with hand-carved original art panels and saddle leather accents on the seat and arm rests. This piece is approximately 24” x 60” x 48”. His Saturday Auction piece will be a unique and rustic wine storage cabinet made of cedar and reclaimed barn wood. It has storage space for bottles, glasses and supplies with approximate dimensions of 24” x 35” x 60”.

Handcrafted Fine Furniture, Morris Erickson, Bismarck, ND
(701) 240-9970

HANDCRAFTED BAR

By Montana Bunkhouse Designs

Scott Grasky is making his debut at Elk Camp with a beautiful, custom-built, eight-foot bar and four metal barstools. Scott’s work with furniture, decks, fences, and home remodels is inspired by his life growing up on a ranch in Montana and bareback riding on the professional rodeo circuit. Scott attended Northern Arizona University and studied graphic design, then received a rodeo scholarship with Western Montana College where he received a bachelor’s degree in physical education and art. He then spent two years on the circuit riding buckin’ horses in the National Rodeo Association and the Professional Rodeo Cowboys Association. Scott then settled into a quieter life in Missoula, Montana, with his amazing wife, Keri, their beautiful daughter, Ramsie Jo, two labs and a couple of cats. And life is great.

Montana Bunkhouse Designs, Scott Grasky, Missoula, MT
(406) 370-2052, bunkhousedesigns@hotmail.com
montanabunkhousedesigns.com

CABELA’S LADIES PACKAGE

Here’s a fantastic package with the lady hunter in mind. Cabela’s has included their OutfitHer insulated bibs, 4-in-1 parka, rainwear pants and jacket as well as the Cabela’s women’s nine-inch Quest 600 gram hunting boots, Cabela’s Euro HD binoculars and bow and rifle pack! Some lucky lady is going to be all set for hunting season! Cabela’s has contributed more than $958,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

Cabela’s, (800) 237-4444, www.cabelas.com, Booth #730

CABELA’S OUTFITTER SERIES TENT PACKAGE

This package has everything you need to setup camp! Included is a Big Horn III tent, a Cabela’s five-piece starter kit of cast iron cookware, a Cabela’s roll-top dining table, a Cabela’s Tundra takedown stove with side table and water tank, an Extreme Alaskan Outfitter frame pack, a Reatree AP HD bow and rifle pack, two Cabela’s camp light kits, two Cabela’s cot chairs, two Cabela’s directors chairs, two Cabela’s Outdoorsman sleeping bags, two Outfitter XL cots with cot-side nightstand and a Cabela’s 28-cup stainless steel high-temp coffee pot. Cabela’s has contributed more than $958,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

Cabela’s, (800) 237-4444, www.cabelas.com, Booth #730

CABELA’S “AFTER THE HUNT” PACKAGE

Here’s a new package from Cabela’s including a commercial-grade, one-horsepower meat grinder, a ProSeries vacuum sealer, a 7-in-1 cooker/smoker, and a Cabela’s D-2 stag combo knife (gut knife and caper knife). Cabela’s has contributed more than $958,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

Cabela’s, (800) 237-4444, www.cabelas.com, Booth #730
**COMPLETE MONTANA LODGE TENT PACKAGE**

By Montana Canvas

This package includes the Montana Lodge tent, a wood stove, cots, a roll-a-table and camp stools. The Montana Lodge tent is the biggest advancement in lodge tents since the canvas wall tent. The unique hexagon shape creates a spacious interior that comfortably sleeps up to six people. The five-feet side walls and nine-foot, eight-inch ceiling height add ample headroom. A heavy-duty 1.375-inch diameter aluminum frame supports the well-balanced structure, ensuring a high level of support and stability. The camp stove has been moved into the middle of the tent just like a campfire in the center of every campsite. The roof is made of 10.9-ounce white cotton duck treated with fire retardants, waterproofing and mildew inhibitors. The floor sides and end walls are made of Relite™ with the same treatments as the canvas top. Relite is a polyester-based material that is extremely lightweight, durable and more resistant to destructive ultraviolet rays than traditional nylon. Two large zippered doors with screens allow easy access. Other features include four windows and a zip-in floor with a zipper opening in the center for camp-stove placement.

Montana Canvas has contributed more than $128,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

_Montana Canvas, Gary Schaefer, Belgrade, MT (406) 388-1225 www.montanacanvas.com, info@montanacanvas.com, Booth #1521_

**DANNER BOOTS**

Danner is returning to Elk Camp and bringing with it a sneak peek of the new film, The Trembling Giant—a short feature celebrating the connection between man, land and animal and the responsibility we share to conserve for the future. Join us at the Saturday auction to learn more about the film and how you can win a trip to RMEF headquarters in Missoula and attend the World Premier. Danner will also be donating a pair of boots to more than 15 different auction hunts, offering an Ultimate Hunter boot package and selling socks, t-shirts and other unique items at the Saturday auction—all to benefit the foundation! They will be featuring the all new USA-Made East Ridge along with their classic, rugged Pronghorn styles. Each live up to the Danner promise—there may be similar ways to craft a boot but there are not similar standards. Danner has contributed more than $200,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

_Danner, Portland, OR www.danner.com_

**ASPEN BEDROOM SET AND 6-GUN RIFLE CASE**

By Prairie Home Designs

Tom Bryan and Bob DeVoe have donated some fantastic, rustic furniture to Elk Camp! Once a weekend hobby practiced in a garage workshop, Prairie Home Designs has blossomed into a family-owned, custom woodworking studio. Their exceptional woodworking and creative skills can be seen in every table, bed, cabinet and chest they create. They start with quality lumber, much of it harvested locally, and design every piece to suit your needs. You will be amazed with their quality and craftsmanship.


**CHINOOK SALMON CERAMIC WALL ART**

By Bill & Mikayle Karcher

Bill and Mikayle Karcher, a husband and wife ceramic artist team, are based in the beautiful coastal town of Reedsport, Oregon and specialize in making unique coastal ceramics that capture the charm and character of the sea. Their ceramics are skillfully handcrafted and beautifully decorated using specialty glazes to recreate the shimmering colors of marine life. Along with their beautiful masterpieces they also offer pottery classes and have a gallery in downtown Reedsport.

_Coastal Ceramics/Wak Art, Bill & Mikayle Karcher, Reedsport, OR (541) 361-9048, www.coastalceramics.net_
CUSTOM-MADE IRON LAMP SET
By Fire Mountain Forge
Fire Mountain Forge has custom-made a set of beautiful iron lamps for Elk Camp that includes two table lamps, a floor lamp and the shades. Fire Mountain Forge, a family-owned company, sits in the shadows of the Absoraka and Crazy Mountains outside of Livingston, Montana, a gateway community to Yellowstone National Park. This unique location has brought together the shared vision of a world-class group of artisans, craftsmen, designers, engineers and those who have a wholesome love for life. While they are best known for superior lighting fixtures, they pride themselves in being the resource to help you transform the vision of your next project into reality.

Fire Mountain Forge, Marcus Lilley, Livingston, MT
(406) 222-9732, www.firemountainforge.com

METAL ART DINING TABLE AND 6 CHAIRS
By The Trendsetters
This unique dining table measures 60” x 30” x 42”, comes with the glass top and is made of heavy-duty construction. The Trendsetters is an Arizona corporation founded in 1987 and is now the number one choice for laser-cut steel home decor products. The Trendsetters manufacture products for every room in your home or cabin. The production facility is located in Phoenix, Arizona, where everything is manufactured. The Trendsetters is a proud “Made in the USA” manufacturer.

The Trendsetters, Phoenix, AZ
(602) 889-1281, www.thetrendsetters.com

HANDCRAFTED ROLL-AROUND ISLAND, PIE SAFE AND BUTLER’S PANTRY
By BNG Finish Products
BNG Finish Products is bringing an assortment of incredible and unique items to the 2013 Elk Camp auction. All three items are made from beautiful, rustic hickory. The roll-around island topped with 1-1/2-inch butcher block. The top has two fold up leaves to make the cutting surface a total of 3x5’, and each door features an inlaid elk in black walnut. The pie safe is features artwork hand-pinged into the antiqued copper doors. The butler’s pantry also features hand-pinged elk on two of the doors. BNG began as a custom home construction company with a division dedicated custom cabinetry and also provides high quality furniture. Their quality has been recognized throughout northern California and have received the “Builder’s Choice Award” for outstanding cabinetry from the Washington Tri-Cities Parade of Homes.

BNG Finish Products, Nik Branson, Etna, CA
(530) 598-8518, mbranson@siskiyouscoe.net

ELK ANTLER AND METAL ART CHANDELIER
This unique, nine-light chandelier was donated by the RMEF Grand Junction chapter and features amazing wildlife metal art amongst the majestic antler. This chandelier will be a favorite feature in any home.

RMEF Grand Junction Chapter
**JUNIPER OCCASION TABLE**  
*By Red Lodge Juniper Furniture*

Custom designed by nature and painstakingly handcrafted by master craftsman Nefer Villalobos, Red Lodge Juniper Furniture is an instant heirloom and meant to be used daily. Pictured is the bench Nefer donated last year, and this year you’ll find a round occasion table with the same character. The Red Lodge Juniper Furniture workshop is in historic downtown Red Lodge, Montana, on the world-famous Beartooth Highway. Señor Villalobos finishes what nature has been processing for up to a thousand years. The juniper comes straight from the state of Chihuachu in Mexico and the stock is then climatized for several months in Red Lodge before the handcrafting process begins. This unique work of art will be a wonderful conversation piece of any home.

Red Lodge Juniper Furniture, Nefer Villalobos  
Red Lodge, MT, (888)675-9668  
bradley@redlodgejuniperfurniture.net

**LEE SWANSON CHAIRMAN’S EDITION RIFLE—SAKO 85 KODIAK**

The Lee Swanson Chairman’s Edition Rifle starts with Sako 85 Kodiak in a .338 Win Mag caliber. It has a straight, weatherproof grey laminated hardwood stock reinforced with two cross-bolts. It also has a short, free-floating “bull” barrel featuring adjustable open sights and band type front swivel. All metal parts are made of stainless steel or are specially coated to ensure excellent wear and corrosion resistance. Also included is a high-end, Aimpoint Red-Dot sight! 

*RMEF*

**BASS PRO ULTIMATE HUNTER’S PACKAGE**

Bass Pro Shops makes their Elk Camp auction debut with a big bang! This package starts off with the RMEF tribute rifle—a Remington 30-06 Springfield with a synthetic stock in Realtree® All-Purpose HD camo finish with a 24” stainless barrel and topped off with a Bushnell Elite 3-9x40 with DOA 600 reticle rifle scope. But they didn’t stop there. They have also included a bundle of RedHead® products, including a neoprene gun sling, a Spot-and-Stalk Seat pack, Epic® binoculars and a Pro Series skinner fixed-blade knife by Buck®. Bass Pro then added a Primos® Mini Bloodhunter® Plus blood trailing flashlight, an Outdoor Edge game processing kit as well as a Gerber® Sport Axe II and a Gerber® Exchange-A-Blade saw. To top it all off, they included a $1,000 Bass Pro Shops gift card! Bass Pro has contributed more than $1 million to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

*Bass Pro Shops, Springfield, MO, www.basspro.com*

**LEATHER TOOLED MIRROR**  
*By Leather Originals*

Jim and Cindy create unique, handmade, quality home accents including mirrors, furniture and accessories. Many pieces include original leather sculptures and horn carvings. Special attention to detail is the hallmark of each piece. Leather Originals has contributed more than $8,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

*Leather Originals, Jim & Cindy Beeman, Sidney, NE  
(308) 483-5002, leathero@excite.com, www.leather-origina ls-gallery.com*
JOE TREADWAY 2010 CHAIRMAN’S RIFLE CUSTOM FN .300 WSM

The Joe Treadway Chairman’s Edition rifle starts with Custom FN (Winchester) short action chambered in a .300 WSM. The rifle has been fully tuned and fitted with a custom-fluted 24” barrel. All metal parts have been beautifully hand-engraved and given a matte black ceramic coating. Oregonsmithing bedded and free-floated the barrel into a carbon fiber classic stock with a palm swell design, a Pachmayr decelerator pad and a proprietary chemical textured coating in an OD green color with black webbing. S&K scope-mounts, rings and bases (also ceramic coated) are included as well as a Leupold & Stevens VX-3 3.5-10x40mm with CDS adjustments, engraved with RMEF logo.

Arch Lorentzen, Kalispell, MT

RMEF 1997 BGB RIFLE—WINCHESTER ’94 BIG BORE .356

RMEF Volunteers Rick and Donae Bezanson have donated this fantastic RMEF collector’s piece. In 1997 U.S. Repeating Arms produced a very special limited edition Model 94 Winchester rifle for RMEF. Artwork by our talented artist and engraver Bill Gamradt graces each of the massive rifle receivers. The images and boarders are accented with 24k gold and deep-etched, black scroll-work. The stock and forearm of this fine rifle feature high-grade American walnut with a deep satin finish and beautifully cut checkering.

Rick & Donae Bezanson, Lander, WY

ANTIQUE 1873 WINCHESTER

Here is an incredible opportunity for any collector of American artifacts. This Third Model 1873 Winchester was built in 1893 and has a serial number of 463212. This antique firearm is in fair/good condition, is chambered in a 38WCF and has a 24” octagon barrel. The 1873 Winchester was the most popular lever action center-fire rifle that Winchester ever produced. The 1873 Winchester was produced from 1873 to 1919.

Clifford Pape, Grants Pass, OR

2013 BANQUET EDITION RIFLE—BROWNING A-BOLT WHITE GOLD MEDALLION, .300 WIN MAG

The banquet rifle is beautifully engraved with an overall nickel plated floorplate and 24kt gold selective plating on a select gloss-finish, checkered walnut stock with raised cheekpiece and rosewood caps. It features a glass-bedded receiver, free-floating, hand-chambered stainless steel octagon barrel with target crown, 60-degree bolt lift, adjustable stainless steel trigger and hinged floorplate.

RMEF
BROWNING A-BOLT II WHITE GOLD MEDALLION .325 WSM

The A-Bolt II White Gold Medal has a gold engraved, stainless receiver and barrel. This rifle features a beautifully selected walnut stock, contrasting spacers and a RMEF cap on the pistol grip. A continental-style cheek piece positions head for ideal scope alignment. It features a free-floating, glass-bedded barrel at the recoil lug to maintain the proper spacing around the barrel and provide consistent accuracy. The A-Bolt feeds very smoothly because of its unique, patented cartridge depressor.

James Maples, Toledo, OH

PINK EPOCH BINOCULARS—10.5x43
By Brunton

Look out ladies, Brunton has taken pink to the Top Shelf! This Epoch full-size binocular is glitzed out with pink and diamond-dust. The Epochs feature SF Prism glass, variable speed focus, 36" close focus, locking, multi-step eye relief system, magnesium alloy frame and attachable 2x field scope to double the binoculars magnification. Brunton offers full-size performance in a mid-size frame. It also comes with a Halo unlimited lifetime warranty.

Brunton
www.bruntonhunting.com

TEAM ELK TRAILER/TOY HAULER
By Humphrey RV

Two years ago, Humphrey RV and Trailer donated a KZ Sportsmen Sportster 27th toy hauler to award winning RMEF Team Elk outdoor show. This trailer has been used on a number of the hunts filmed for the show. You can even find country singer, Zac Brown’s signature on the wall! This high-quality trailer is completely decked out and will be your favorite conversation piece at all your outdoor excursions.

Specifications:
• UVW (Unloaded Vehicle Weight) – 5,303
• Dry Hitch Weight – 753
• Dry Axle Weight – 4,550
• NCC (Net Carrying Capacity) – 2,697
• GVWR – 8,000
• Interior Height – 82"
• Exterior Height – 11’
• Exterior Width – 96”
• Exterior Length – 29’ 2”
• Water Heater Cap. (gal. G/E w/DSI) – 6
• Fresh Water Cap. (gal.) – 75
• Waste Water Cap. (gal.) – 32
• Gray Water Cap. (gal.) – 32
• LP Gas Cap. (lbs.) – 40
• Furnace BTUs (1,000s) – 20
• Tire Size – 15"
• Awning – 13’

Added features include:
• 6-Gallon Gas/Electric DSI Water Heater
• Pull Down Screen Wall
• Aluminum Wheels
• Outside Grill
• Outside Shower
• 2 Exterior Speakers
• Spare Tire
• 6-Cubic-Foot Refrigerator
• Power Awning
• Fuel Cell and Pump Station
• 4.0 Generator
• Fiberglass Exterior
• Winter Bypass Kit
• Generator Preparation
• Wired for 2nd A/C - 50 Amp Service

Check out the Sportsmen Sportster features at www.kz-rv.com/sportsmen-sportster/27th.html. Humphrey RV and Trailer has contributed more than $40,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

Humphrey RV and Trailer, Grand Junction, CO
(970) 256-7338, www.humphreyrv.com
SUNKEN TREASURE—LAKE SUPERIOR RECLAIMED PINE COFFEE TABLE

By Tom Bodin

This is no ordinary coffee table but a finely crafted piece of furniture made out of incredibly rare wood. The table was made from a log of white pine that has been sitting at the bottom of Lake Superior since the late 1800s. The tree is estimated to have been more than 150 years old at the time it was logged. The value of these Lake Superior sunken logs is staggering making this table not only an amazing conversation piece but of great value. Because these logs have existed for more than 100 years at large depths and in very cold water, they have been preserved almost to perfection. Not only that, but the wood takes on beautiful streaks of color from the sediment that has worked into the soft pine. RMEF Volunteer Tom Bodin has spent months working on preparation and milling the wood and turning it into a wonderful heirloom.

Tom Bodin, Waukesha, WI
(262) 262-1316, tebodin@hirep.net

ELK—ORIGINAL PAINTING

By L M Budge

Linda Budge is a painter who combines her passions for art and living creatures to produce works that radiate empathy and painterly grace. Her extensive knowledge of animals and deep experience interacting with them explains her uncanny ability to capture her subjects so accurately and also helps to explain why her work carries such emotional power. Linda has won numerous awards for her work, and her work can be found in the permanent collections of several libraries, museums, and corporations. One of her highest honors was a painting commissioned in 1983 by the State of Wyoming as a gift to President Reagan, with Linda herself presenting it to the President.

Rick & Donae Bezanson, Lander, WY

PRAYERS OF THE PIPE CARRIER CANVAS GICLEE PRINT #23/150

By Martin Grelle

Martin Grelle was born and raised in the foothills surrounding his hometown of Clifton, Texas. He grew up with a deep desire to capture on canvas the beauty of his home, inspired by the flavor of the small town and its people. With the guidance of Western artists James Boren and Melvin Warren, he was able to become a full-time artist in his early 20s. His passion for the Old West is evident in the striking landscape he portrays. His quiet subtlety and attention to detail have made him one of the finest and most recognized of Western artists, renowned for his painting of the contemporary West. This piece was framed and donated by Heritage Frames, who has contributed more than $130,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

Heritage Frames & Fine Art, Fort Collins, CO
(970) 224-2641, www.heritageframes.net
YOSEMITE VALLEY CANVAS GICLEE PRINT #79/95
By Larry Dyke
Larry Dyke has devoted his life’s work to the interpretation of the beauty he beholds in nature. His success as one of America’s most loved artists is proof of his distinctive ability to create a scene which captivates the imagination of the viewer. Dyke’s genius lies in his construction of intricate settings that even the novice art lover can appreciate. A Native Texan, Dyke began painting professionally in 1976. Dyke’s art has hung in the White House and in the homes of such distinguished personalities as Steve Allen, Shirley Jones, Vincent Price and Billy Graham. His work has also hung in the Vatican. At the personal request of Pope John Paul II, Larry Dyke painted “Sharing the Faith,” a tribute to the long and important role of the Church in America. This piece was framed and donated by Heritage Frames, who has contributed more than $130,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.
Heritage Frames & Fine Art, Fort Collins, CO
(970) 224-2641, www.heritageframes.net

CHESTNUT BEAVER FUR STROLLER WITH SHEARED BEAVER TRIM
By Alaskan Fur Company
This is a hand-crafted chestnut beaver stroller with sheared beaver trim details. The size is medium and is not exchangeable. Founded in 1926, Alaskan Fur Company is one of America’s oldest and largest furriers. The most acclaimed among Kansas City fur stores, Alaskan operates its flagship fur salon in Overland Park, Kansas. The fur fashion retailer is privately held, now in its third generation of family leadership.
Alaskan Fur Company, Overland Park, KS
(913) 649-4000, www.alaskanfur.com

CUSTOM WINCHESTER MODEL 70 .338
By Weaver Rifles
Kevin Weaver has made another one of his incredible rifles for Elk Camp. This custom .338 Winchester has been benchrest-trued and is built on a Winchester Pre-64 Model 70 action. It has a Kreiger 10 twist, #3 contour barrel with micro flutes and a mini muzzle brake. The total length with the brake is 24½ inches and features a High Tech custom stock with a 13 ½-inch length-of-pull, which has been painted tan with black webbing. All metal parts are ceramic-coated matte black and coyote tan. The Winchester Model 70 trigger is set at a crisp 2 ½ pounds. The rifle also comes with a Leopold 3.5x10 VX-3 rifle scope, Talley Classic steel rings and bases. Weaver Rifles has contributed more than $10,000 to RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.
Weaver Rifles, Kevin Weaver, Peyton, CO, (719) 683-3024
www.weaverrifles.com
CUSTOM REMINGTON 700 .358-STA
By Christensen Arms
RMEF member Lynn Scura designed his dream hunting rifle for years before finally having it made. Unfortunately Lynn died before he could ever take it hunting, although he did get the chance to test fire the rifle. His brother, Life Member Larry Scura, said the rifle was meant to be used by an elk hunter and knew Elk Camp was where it needed to be. This Remington 700 is chambered in a “wildcat” caliber of .358 STA. If you’re unfamiliar with the caliber, it falls somewhere between a .340 Wby. and a .375 H&H. Lynn also had custom dies and loaded his own ammo, and the 75 dies come with the package as well as ammo, an aluminum gun case and a Leupold VX-III 2.5-8x36 rifle scope. Larry said he knows his brother would want the rifle to be used and appreciated.

In Memory of Lynn Scura, Gibbonsville, ID

HAND-CARVED MEXICAN IRONWOOD COFFEE TABLE
This unique coffee table was carved out of the 500-year-old stump of an old Mexican ironwood tree. Its beautiful hand-carvings and unique shape will be a favorite conversation piece in any home.

Bill & Carol Alexander, Gunnison, CO

RIDING HARD ORIGINAL PAINTING
By Janene Grende
Janene Grende was born and raised in Lewiston, Idaho and moved north to the Sandpoint area in 1974. She has been RMEF’s Artist of the Quarter twice, Ducks Unlimited’s Idaho Artist of the Year and Washington Artist of the Year.

RMEF—Lewiston, Idaho Chapter

MINK COAT
Sharon and Sandra Staley of Lake City, Iowa, have generously donated this gently used mink coat. Wrap yourself in luxury in one of life’s indulgent pleasures.

Sharon and Sandra Staley, Lake City, IA
STATE CHAIR ULTIMATE HUNT PACKAGE

The RMEF State Chairs are doing it again! Last year they put together an amazing hunter’s package, and this year they’ve gone crazy! They’ve rounded up a Montana dream hunt by Lone Wolf Guide Service! So far the package includes:

- Montana Rifle Deer Hunt by Lone Wolf Guide Service
- Alpine Archery F1 Fireball Bow Package: Montana Black Gold Sight, Alpine Fall-Away Rest, Stabilizer, Peep, Softlock Quiver, Tru Ball Release, six Broadheads, 12 Carbon Express Maxima Hunter Arrows and SKB Airline Approved Hard Case donated by Arrowhead Archery Pro Shop
- Browning X-Bolt .300 Win Mag Rifle
- Optic Logic Rangefinder
- RMEF State Chairs 2010 BGB Knife
- Primos Double Bull – Double-Wide-Door Ground Blind
- Cabela’s Alaskan Guide Geodesic Tent
- Big Bear Pack
- Hunter’s Specialties merchandise
- RMEF duffle bags, RMEF buckles and Marine Corp. CRXT knife
- Americase aluminum gun case
- Swarovski Z3 12x50 rifle scope
- Sportsman’s Warehouse merchandise

HUNT DETAILS

- **Weapon:** Rifle
- **Species:** Mule deer
- **Area:** Unit HD590 Bull Mountains, south central Montana
- **Dates:** Oct. – Nov. 2013 season
  (arrange dates with outfitter)
- **Other Available Years:** None
- **Number of Days:** 5
- **Number of Hunters:** 1
- **Hunter/Guide Ratio:** 2:1
- **Add’l Hunter Cost:** $4,500
- **Non-Hunter Cost:** $250/day
- **Upgrade Available:** Rifle elk; contact outfitter for additional costs, information and restricted drawing details
- **Hunt Accommodations:** Lodge
- **Hunt Transportation:** 4x4
- **Transportation:** From Billings airport included
- **License/Permit:** Hunter must apply for general draw by March 15; hunter must purchase license
- **Trophy Fee:** N/A

T. Phillip & Chelsea Bowers, owner/outfitter of Lone Wolf Guide Service, operate a full-service outfitting operation in some of the most trophy-rich habitat Montana has to offer. Past rifle deer hunters have harvested bucks over 200 B&C, and the unit has produced rifle bulls up to 431 B&C. Lone Wolf Guide Service has exclusive hunting rights on some of Montana’s finest private land ranches where the trophy potential is fabulous. Client hunters will apply for the Montana general drawing before March 15. If an elk upgrade is made, then hunter must apply for a HD 590 elk permit by June 1. HD 590 is a general area for trophy mule deer and a limited entry trophy bull elk unit, and permits must be drawn. The chances of drawing a rifle elk permit in this area are less than 25%.

T. Phillip Bowers, a second generation Montana outfitter, has extensive experience hunting, guiding, and packing in Montana’s finest big game country. Phillip & Chelsea invite you to join them on a true trophy mule deer/elk hunt.

RMEF State and Regional Chairs
ALASKA FISHING WITH A SOLDIER

By Whaler’s Cove Lodge and Ron Salladay

- **Species:** Salmon, trout, halibut, Pacific and black cod
- **Area:** Killisnoo Island, AK
- **Dates:** Aug. 3-6, 2013
- **Other Available Years:** None
- **Number of Days:** 3 nights

Ron Salladay of C-R Cabinets is a longtime donor and supporter of RMEF and came up with an idea of donating a fishing trip for a Wounded Warrior. His friend, Richard Powers of Whaler’s Cove Lodge, jumped on board and donated a second trip for the buyer to come along. The buyer has the choice of picking a veteran they know personally, or we can help arrange a pairing. This is a fantastic chance to fish with one of our heroes in the land Way Up North where the fishing is legendary. Whaler’s Cove Lodge is located on Killisnoo Island just minutes from the Village of Angoon on the western side of Admiralty Island. Their calm waters are a hundred miles by water from any large towns, so they enjoy wilderness adventures without any crowds. At Whaler’s Cove Lodge, you will enjoy the best that Alaska has to offer alongside an American hero. Whaler’s Cove has contributed more than $22,000, and Ron Salladay has contributed more than $10,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

C-R Cabinets, Ron Salladay, Townsend, MT
Whaler’s Cove Lodge, Mark Powers, Angoon, AK
(907) 788-3123, www.whalerscovelodge.com, Booth #660

COLORADO CITY SLICKERS EXPERIENCE FOR 2

By Colorado Cattle Company & Guest Ranch

- **Area:** New Raymer, CO
- **Dates:** 2013 (call asap for availability)
- **Other Available Years:** 2014
- **Number of Days:** 6 (Sunday through Saturday)

The Colorado Cattle Company & Guest Ranch is where the movie City Slickers was filmed, and here’s your chance to experience the cowboy life! Have you ever dreamed of becoming John Wayne or Calamity Jane for a whole week? This is your once in a lifetime opportunity to experience the old west as the cowboys did. They don’t just recreate cowboy life, they live it. They have over 75 extremely well-trained and well-mannered quarter horses. Some are quiet for beginners, others are more highly spirited for experienced riders. All guests have the opportunity to do real cowboy work. Their ranch covers over 10,000 acres of prime Colorado ranch land where they care for 600-700 head of cattle every summer. During their City Slicker Adventure Weeks, you can ride the range all day, then grab a cold one, relax and swap Wild West stories with the other cowboys. Saddle up and live a cowboy adventure of a lifetime!

Colorado Cattle Company & Guest Ranch, New Raymer, CO
(970) 437-5345, www.coloradocattlecompany.com
CALIFORNIA FORT HUNTER LIGGETT HUNT
WITH WOUNDED WARRIOR
By Fort Hunter Liggett

- **Weapon:** Rifle, bow or muzzleloader depending on the training area
- **Species:** Blacktail deer and wild pig for buyer, tule elk for Wounded Warrior
- **Area:** Fort Hunter Liggett Combat Support Training Center, Monterey County
- **Dates:** Aug. 2013 (dates TBA)
- **Other Years Available:** None
- **Guide Service:** Licensed guide not included; assistance provided by RMEF staff and volunteers (no gratuity accepted)

Here’s your opportunity to sponsor a tule elk hunt for one of our brave Wounded Warriors. The winning bidder will get to hunt blacktail deer and wild pig alongside the soldier while he takes a tule elk of a lifetime. FHL is located inland along the coast of central California approximately 60 miles northwest of Paso Robles and is home of one of California’s largest free ranging tule elk herds. With a population estimated between 400-500 animals and their prime tule elk habitat, FHL produces a good number of record book trophy bulls. The hunt will take place during the heart of the rut. These lucky hunters will be the only ones with access to all of FHL training areas open to hunting during this time. The local RMEF chapter will provide support and host an evening meal during the hunt period. For more information contact: Michael Friedenberg, RMEF Regional Director at (559) 859-4011 or mfriedenberg@rmef.org.

US Army—Fort Hunter Liggett Hunting and Fishing Center
Contact: RMEF Regional Director Michael Friedenberg
(559) 859-4011, mfriedenberg@rmef.org

CALIFORNIA FORT HUNTER LIGGETT TULE ELK HUNT
By Fort Hunter Liggett

- **Weapon:** Rifle, bow or muzzleloader depending on the training area
- **Species:** Tule elk, blacktail deer and wild pig
- **Area:** Fort Hunter Liggett Combat Support Training Center, Monterey County
- **Dates:** Aug. 2013 (dates TBA)
- **Other Years Available:** None
- **Guide Service:** Licensed guide not included; assistance provided by RMEF staff and volunteers (no gratuity accepted)

Here’s your opportunity to hunt tule elk alongside one of our brave Wounded Warriors. FHL is located inland along the coast of Central California approximately 60 miles northwest of Paso Robles and is home of one of California’s largest free ranging tule elk herds. With a population estimated between 400-500 animals and their prime tule elk habitat, FHL produces a good number of record book trophy bulls. The hunt will take place during the heart of the rut. These two lucky hunters will be the only ones with access to all of FHL training areas open to hunting during this time. The local RMEF chapter will provide support and host an evening meal during the hunt period. For more information contact: Michael Friedenberg, RMEF Regional Director at (559) 859-4011 or mfriedenberg@rmef.org.

US Army—Fort Hunter Liggett Hunting and Fishing Center
Contact: RMEF Regional Director Michael Friedenberg
(559) 859-4011, mfriedenberg@rmef.org
COLORADO FLAT TOPS WILDERNESS PACK TRIP FOR 2
By Ripple Creek Lodge

- **Species:** Trout; cutthroat, rainbow, brook
- **Area:** Flat Tops Wilderness Area
- **Dates Available:** July 27 – Aug. 4, 2013
- **Other Available Years:** None
- **Number of Days:** 4 days/3 nights
- **Number of Guests:** 2
- **Add’l Guest Cost:** $1,500
- **Upgrade Available:** None
- **Trip Accommodations:** Wall tent camp; meals included
- **Trip Transportation:** Horses
- **Transportation:** From Meeker airport included
- **License:** Buyer must purchase fishing license if desired

Ripple Creek Lodge invites you to experience the history and beauty of northwest Colorado’s remote wilderness. Your pack trip begins with an 8.5-mile trip from Big Fish Trailhead to your lunch stop at the scenic Big Fish Lake full of cutthroat, rainbow and brook trout. Wall Lake is the evening’s destination and sits below Trappers Peak. Day two takes you five miles to the Island Lakes basin at 11,540’ elevation. The basin holds Upper Island, Middle Island, and Lower Island Lakes as well as several small lakes. All three lakes contain good populations of rainbow and cutthroat trout that can be caught with a variety of flies and lures. The views above the Island Lake basin are unforgettable. Day three is a 13-mile ride above the tree line in some unbelievable country where you’ll visit Devil’s Causeway, the historic stone sheep corrals, and a 360-degree view before descending into the Lost Lakes’ basin. Day four is a short, six-mile ride through beautiful meadows back to the lodge. Don’t miss this opportunity to enjoy beautiful country, incredible trout fishing and wilderness camps.

**Ripple Creek Lodge, Dan & Kerri Schwartz, Meeker, CO**
(970) 878-4725, www.ripplecreeklodge.com, Booth #751

IDAHO WILDERNESS WOLF HUNT
By Middle Fork Outfitters

- **Weapon:** Rifle
- **Species:** Wolf
- **Area:** Unit 27/28
- **Dates:** 2013 season (contact outfitter for dates)
- **Number of Days:** 8
- **Other Years Available:** 2014
- **Number of Hunters:** 1
- **Hunter/Guide Ratio:** 1:1
- **Add’l Hunter Cost:** $4,000
- **Non-Hunter Cost:** $250/day
- **Upgrade Available:** Add elk, deer, bear, mountain lion, sheep or goat; contact outfitter for pricing
- **Hunt Accommodations:** Historic Simplot Ranch or B-C Ranch
- **Hunt Transportation:** Horses and foot
- **Transportation:** To ranches not included
- **Trophy Fee:** N/A
- **License:** Hunter must purchase

Come experience the ultimate wilderness experience! Middle Fork Outfitters is family-run and specializes in remote wilderness and fair chase hunts inside and outside of the Frank Church River of No Return Wilderness Area. This hunt will take place on either the B-C Ranch or the Simplot Ranch. The B-C Ranch is accessible from Salmon or Challis, Idaho by road most of the year. It is also accessible by charter plane. Simplot Ranch is accessible only by charter plane. Ron and Karla will provide you with a wilderness experience to match the sheer magnitude of this incredible landscape of clear rivers, deep canyons and rugged mountains. This incredible opportunity is one you won’t want to miss. Middle Fork Outfitters has contributed more than $7,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

**Middle Fork Outfitters, Ron & Karla Ens, Challis, ID**
(509) 671-7126 or (509) 671-7127, www.middleforkoutfitters.com, middleforkoutfitters@live.com

COLORADO “HUNT WITH A HERO” DEER HUNT

- **Weapon:** Rifle
- **Species:** Mule Deer
- **Area:** Williams Fork Range near Kremmling, CO
- **Dates:** 3rd rifle season, 2013 (TBD)
- **Other Years Available:** None (except if 2013 tags are unavailable)
- **Number of Days:** 5
- **Number of Hunters:** 1 hunter plus veteran
- **Guide Service:** Self-guided; assistance provided by RMEF volunteers (no gratuities accepted)
- **Upgrade Available:** Elk for the cost of over-the-counter tag
- **Hunt Accommodations:** Provided by RMEF volunteers
- **Hunt Transportation:** Camp accommodations provided by RMEF volunteers
- **Transportation:** From Denver airport included
- **License and Add’l Costs:** Hunters must purchase their own hunting licenses; landowner tags included

Don’t miss this fantastic chance to hunt with an American hero. George Stark, a generous friend of RMEF, wanted to donate two of his coveted landowner permits specifically for a wounded warrior hunt. The RMEF volunteers jumped on board and will be providing assistance with the hunt, accommodations and meals. This ranch has produced some monster mule deer and the setting is breathtaking. Elk are often found moving through the property and if the conditions are right, the hunters may choose to add elk to the hunt. This will not only be a hunt for some amazing trophy deer but a chance to spend time with one of our heroes as well as some of the best people on earth—RMEF folks.

**George Stark, Boulder, CO**
Contact: RMEF Major Gift Officer, Michael Friedenberg, (559) 859-4011, mfriedenberg@rmef.org
NEW ZEALAND GOLD MEDAL FALLOW DEER HUNT WITH TROPHY FEE

By Kaweka Hunting

- **Weapon:** Rifle, bow or muzzleloader
- **Species:** Fallow Deer Gold Medal (largest you can find)
- **Area:** Napier, North Island, New Zealand
- **Dates:** Mar. – Aug. 2013
- **Other Available Years:** Feb. – Mar. 2014
- **Number of Days:** 4 nights/5 days
- **Number of Hunters:** 1
- **Hunter/Guide Ratio:** 1x1
- **Add’l Hunter Cost:** $7,000
- **Non-Hunter Cost:** $250/day
- **Upgrades Available:** Add red stag, sika, sambar, rusa, elk, boar, goats, rams, chamois and tahr; bird hunts available in May and June
- **Hunt Accommodations:** Hunting lodge with private suite
- **Hunt Transportation:** Foot and 4x4
- **Transportation:** From Napier airport included
- **License:** Included
- **Firearms Permit:** Not Included; $25NZ due upon arrival at Auckland airport, (guns available at no charge at the lodge)
- **Trophy Fee:** 1 Gold Medal fallow included
- **Also Included:** Lodging, meals along with caping and prep of your trophy with delivery to local taxidermist for export to the U.S. (export of trophy is an additional charge paid to the taxidermist and shipper)

Kaweka Hunting is proud to donate a very special hunt to one lucky hunter on the North Island of New Zealand. This hunt will take place on the Kaweka mountain range overlooking the Pacific Ocean. Kaweka hunters have taken several fallows over the last couple of years that have scored high in the Top 10. Kaweka will pick you up in Napier, New Zealand, which boasts one of the best wine regions in New Zealand. The lodge is a 50-minute drive to the mountains where you will be greeted and welcomed by their staff. This is a great opportunity to bring your spouse and have an incredible vacation as well as take a great fallow deer! Kaweka has contributed more than $20,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

*Kaweka Hunting Adventures in New Zealand, Bill Perkins St. Helens, OR (503) 397-4876, www.kawekanz.com, billp@columbia-center.org, Booth #1619

MONTANA MULE DEER BOW HUNT

By Northern Rockies Outfitters

- **Weapon:** Bow
- **Species:** Mule deer
- **Area:** Sweet Grass Hills area
- **Dates:** Late Sept. 2013 (contact outfitter)
- **Other Years Available:** 2014
- **Number of Days:** 5
- **Number of Hunters:** 1
- **Hunter/Guide Ratio:** 2:1
- **Add’l Hunter Cost:** $3,500 ($2,500 special price for this hunter’s companion)
- **Non-Hunter Cost:** $100/day
- **Upgrade Available:** N/A
- **Hunt Accommodations:** Lodge
- **Hunt Transportation:** 4x4 and ATV
- **Transportation:** From Kalispell, MT airport included
- **License/Permit:** Must purchase license; general draw application deadline March 15

This private land hunt takes place at the West Butte Ranch, located in north-central Montana. The mule deer hunting on this ranch is truly world-class, and they consistently take trophy-caliber bucks with both rifle and bow. In recent years the bow shot opportunity has been more than 90%. The topography of this property lends itself well to spot-and-stalk bow hunting. Northern Rockies Outfitters is owned and operated by Rich and Marcy Birdsell. Rich has been roaming the mountains and riverbanks of Montana for most of his life. He has hunted and fished all over the western U.S., Canada and Alaska. After graduating from the University of Montana, Rich started Northern Rockies Outfitters in 1995. He takes pride in his services and maintains a very high success rate with his clients. Rich is a member of Montana Outfitters and Guides Association (MOGA), Trout Unlimited, SCI and is an outfitter member of the RMEF and Mule Deer Foundation. Northern Rockies Outfitters has contributed more than $11,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

*Northern Rockies Outfitters, Rich & Marcy Birdsell Kalispell, MT, (406) 756-2544 www.northernrockiesoutfit.com, Booth #753*
MONTANA ELK, MULE DEER & BLACK BEAR HUNT

By Horseshoe Hill outfitters

- **Weapon:** Rifle
- **Species:** Elk, mule deer and black bear
- **Area:** Unit 361
- **Dates:** 2013 (contact outfitter)
- **Other Available Years:** 2014
- **Number of Days:** 7
- **Number of Hunters:** 1
- **Hunter/Guide Ratio:** 2:1
- **Add’l Hunter Cost:** $3150

Horseshoe Hill Outfitters has some of the best elk hunting in Montana, and it is the only licensed outfitter in this 100-plus square-mile area. This magnificent property borders Yellowstone National Park and boasts a high success rate, lots of game and beautiful country. Black bear and mule deer are also abundant in this area. The main camp is a horseback/pack-in camp located in a roadless mountain range. The pack-in trip is only 2.5 hours to a comfortable, wall-tent base camp. Their guides are experienced hunters and horseman and the gentle horses are conditioned to the trails. Horseshoe Hill Outfitters makes all its hunters comfortable and the hunt memorable! Bob McConnell has contributed more than $7,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

Horseshoe Hill Outfitters, Bob McConnell
Slippery Rock, PA, (724) 290-933, www.hhhunts.com

COLORADO TROPHY BULL ELK HUNT FOR 2

By Lone Star Outfitters

- **Weapon:** Rifle or bow
- **Species:** Elk
- **Area:** Unit 851; private ranch
- **Dates:** 2013 (specific dates to be determined)
- **Number of Days:** 5
- **Other Years Available:** 2014
- **Number of Hunters:** 2
- **Hunter/Guide Ratio:** 2:1
- **Add’l Hunter Cost:** $6,500
- **Non-Hunter Cost:** $1,500
- **Upgrade Available:** Add bear or mule deer for add’l $3,500 each
- **Hunt Accommodations:** Comfortable cabin camp with electricity
- **Hunt Transportation:** 4x4 truck or electric buggy
- **Transportation:** From Colorado Springs, CO add’l $200 per group
- **Trophy Fee:** N/A
- **License:** Hunter must purchase; drawing for 1st or 4th rifle seasons; 2nd and 3rd rifle and bow seasons over-the-counter; application deadline April 2, 2013

Lone Star Outfitters offers over 50 years’ experience in hunting these big game animals and has focused on a prime area in southern Colorado noted for the high quality genetics and prime habitat. Owner Walt Isenhour has over 30 years’ experience pursuing trophy bull elk and has identified the area just north of the Vermejo Park and Hill Ranches as a key area for harvesting bulls of the highest quality. Their hunters have taken many bulls scoring over 320 since 1997, with the largest bull, a massive 7x7, scoring 366 5/8 in 2011. Visit the photo gallery on their website to see these amazing bulls. Unit 851 is primarily private land with game management plans in place that ensure the future of these trophy animals. Lone Star Outfitters has contributed more than $142,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

Lone Star Outfitters, Walt Isenhour, McDade, TX
(512) 273-2129, www.lonestaroutfitters.com, Booth #743
ALASKA GRIZZLY, BLACK BEAR & CARIBOU HUNT

By The Perrins’ Rainy Pass Lodge

- **Weapon:** Rifle
- **Species:** Caribou, grizzly brown bear and black bear
- **Area:** Alaska Range Units
- **Dates:** Sept. 19 – 28, 2013
- **Other Available Years:** None
- **Number of Days:** 10
- **Number of Hunters:** 1
- **Hunter/Guide Ratio:** 1:1
- **Add’l Hunter Cost:** $16,500
- **Non-Hunter Cost:** $4,000
- **Upgrade Available:** Moose can be added for $4,500 trophy fee after harvest; hunter may harvest 2 brown/grizzly bears per year; the 2nd bear may be harvested for a $3,500 trophy fee

The Alaska brown bear is one of the top 10 hunting trophies in the world. This is truly an outstanding big game animal and a formidable adversary. They inhabit a land that is shrouded in mystery, and the biggest brown bears in the world live in Alaska. The regal caribou and the raven-colored black bears are also prevalent throughout the Rainy Pass hunting area. Steve Perrins, owner and operator of The Perrins’ Rainy Pass Lodge, is also an RMEF Life Member and has been the volunteer State Chair for Alaska. Let Steve and his family treat you to a first-class bear and caribou hunt and an Alaskan experience you will remember for a lifetime. The Perrins have contributed more than $54,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

**The Perrins’ Rainy Pass Lodge, Steve Perrins**
(907) 248-7599, cell (907) 230-6093
www.theperrinsrainypasslodge.com, theperrins@rainypasslodge

NEW ZEALAND WAPITI AND RED STAG HUNT

By New Zealand Hunt/Phil Wilson

- **Weapon:** Rifle
- **Species:** Free range New Zealand wapiti and red stag
- **Area:** Fiordland, South Island, New Zealand
- **Dates:** Mar. – Apr. 2014
- **Other Years Available:** 2015
- **Number of Days:** 9 days/7 hunting days (weather permitting and client willing)
- **Number of Hunters:** 1
- **Hunter/Guide Ratio:** Semi-guided
- **Add’l Hunter Cost:** $10,000
- **Non-Hunter Cost:** N/A
- **Upgrade Available:** Contact outfitter
- **Hunt Accommodations:** Spike camps and meals included
- **Hunt Transportation:** Air and or boat transport to hunting area included
- **Transportation:** To and from Queenstown airport included
- **Trophy Fee:** Included
- **License/Permit:** Hunter must purchase $25NZ firearms license “ballet” draw-tag in October

This is a true wilderness backpack hunt and a chance to enjoy a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to hunt out of a number of pack-in spike camps with a small hunting group of dedicated wapiti hunters. This animal is unique to New Zealand and is a cross between a Rocky Mountain elk and a red stag. This is the only place in the world where this animal exists and can be hunted. Fiordland is the most remote part of New Zealand and offers what master-guide/outfitter Phil Wilson, with over 30 years of guiding experience, considers to be the toughest hunt in the world. At times, this challenging hunt can seem like everything is against you, and this is what makes it special. Very few, if any, Americans have ever taken a true, free-range bull out of Fiordland, but the bulls are there, and the success rate is 50%. The elevation is 4,000 feet with rainfall of 200-400 inches per year, similar to Alaska. This is the first and only time this type of hunt has ever been offered at Elk Camp by this long-time RMEF exhibitor. It will be possibly the toughest and most rewarding hunt you will ever experience.

**New Zealand Hunt/Phil Wilson, Christ Church, New Zealand**
(916) 913-3006, www.nzhunt.co.nz, Booth #345
**WYOMING ANTELOPE HUNT**

**By Green Mountain Outfitters**

- **Weapon:** Rifle or bow
- **Species:** Antelope
- **Area:** 106
- **Dates:** Aug. – Sept. 2013
- **Other Years Available:** 2014
- **Number of Days:** 3
- **Number of Hunters:** 1
- **Add’l Hunter Cost:** $2,700
- **Non-Hunter Cost:** $250/day
- **Upgrade Available:** Deer add’l $4,000; elk add’l $5,000
- **Hunt Accommodations:** Camp
- **Hunt Transportation:** 4x4 and ATV
- **Transportation:** From Riverton airport included
- **Trophy Fee:** N/A
- **License/Permit:** Hunter must purchase license and conservation stamp; drawing deadline March 15

Wyoming is known for excellent antelope hunting, and this hunt offers a wonderful chance to experience the beauty of the Wyoming outdoors as well as the hospitality and expertise of Opey Hlavicka.

*Green Mountain Outfitters, Opey Hlavicka, Lander, WY (307) 332-7631, (307) 330-6430, License BG-201*

---

**KANSAS WHITETAIL DEER SEMI-GUIDED HUNT FOR 2**

**By Bell Wildlife Specialties**

- **Weapon:** Rifle, muzzleloader or bow
- **Species:** Whitetail deer
- **Area:** Unit 14 and 11
- **Dates:** 2013 season
- **Other Available Years:** 2014
- **Number of Days:** 5
- **Number of Hunters:** 2
- **Hunter/Guide Ratio:** 2:1
- **Add’l Hunter Cost:** $100/day
- **Non-Hunter Cost:** $3,650
- **Upgrade Available:** N/A
- **Hunt Accommodations:** Lodging and meals
- **Hunt Transportation:** 4x4 and foot
- **Transportation:** From Harveyville included
- **Trophy Fee:** N/A
- **License:** Hunter must purchase license ($70) and permit ($330)
- **Danner:** Has donated 2 pairs of Pronghorn 400G boots

Bell Wildlife Specialties has donated another fantastic whitetail deer hunt for two. With dense cover and abundant food sources, their deer grow big, and 150-160-class deer are common. The chances of taking a Boone & Crockett buck are high in this area. They offer lodging in three different buildings, including a rustic two-story limestone building built in 1900. After you bag your Kansas whitetail deer, meat processing and taxidermy are all in-house. With Bell Wildlife Specialties, there are no worries. They are also very active in youth hunts and have hosted the Pass It On Outdoor Mentors youth program annually since 2002. Bell Wildlife Specialties has contributed more than $92,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

*Bell Wildlife Specialties, Taxidermy & Outfitter, Daniel Bell Harveyville, KS, (785) 589-2321, www.bellwildlife.com, Booth #1633*

---

**IDAHO WOLF HUNT**

**By Jim Zubillaga and C4 Ranch and Lodge**

- **Weapon:** Rifle
- **Species:** Wolf
- **Area:** Whitebird, ID
- **Dates:** Sept. 2013 – Mar. 2014
- **Other Years Available:** None
- **Number of Days:** 5
- **Number of Hunters:** 2
- **Hunter/Guide Ratio:** 2:1
- **Add’l Hunter Cost:** $3,500
- **Add’l Non-Hunter Cost:** $750
- **Upgrade Available:** Add elk, deer or bear; contact Jim for details
- **Hunt Accommodations:** Lodge
- **Hunt Transportation:** 4x4, ATV, foot
- **Transportation:** From Lewiston or Grangeville airports included
- **Trophy Fees:** N/A
- **License/Permit:** Hunter must purchase over-the-counter license and tags

Come hunt the legendary C4 Ranch and Lodge for one of North America’s most elusive predators. You can do elk a favor by knocking down the number of wolves on the prowl—currently capped at five wolves per hunter. Wolves are very nomadic hunters but concentrate where the game is. This year alone C4 Ranch has seen more than 18 wolves, and the prospects of filling your bag limit are good. Wolves are well known for being difficult, cagy creatures to hunt and will require a lot of calling and glassing. With that said, C4 has also driven up on the wolves a number of times, and you will not find better guides, accommodations, meals or camaraderie. Let Jim Zubillaga and the folks at C4 Ranch and Lodge show you their first-class hospitality and a wolf hunt you won’t forget. Jim has contributed more than $20,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

*C4 Ranch and Lodge, Jim Zubillaga, (208) 316-633 www.idahohuntinglodge.com, www.idahohuntinglodge.com, Booth #1627*
CORPORATE RETREAT: KANSAS TURKEY HUNT FOR 10

**By Bell Wildlife Specialties**

- **Weapon:** Shotgun or bow
- **Species:** Turkey
- **Area:** Unit 2; Harveyville, KS
- **Dates:** Fall 2013 or Spring 2014
- **Other Available Years:** 2014
- **Number of Days:** 3
- **Number of Hunters:** 10
- **Hunter/Guide Ratio:** 2:4:1
- **Add’l Hunter Cost:** $1,650

Dan Bell has pulled out all the stops this year and donated a three-day turkey hunt for 10 people! This hunt is perfect for a corporate retreat or just a group of buddies to get together, have a great time and enjoy the best turkey hunting this great country has to offer. Bell Wildlife Specialties has access to a dense population of wild turkey, with over 3,000 birds within a 10-mile radius of Harveyville, Kansas. Look for them on The Outdoor Channel and the Sportsman’s Channel. Bell Wildlife Specialties has contributed more than $92,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

**Bell Wildlife Specialties, Taxidermy & Outfitter**
Daniel Bell, Harveyville, KS, (785) 589-2321
www.bellwildlife.com, Booth #1633

MONTANA YELLOWSTONE PACK TRIP FOR 4

**By Jake’s Horses**

- **Area:** Yellowstone National Park or Beaverhead National Forest – Lee Metcalf Wilderness Area—Madison Range
- **Dates:** Sept. – Oct. 2013; contact outfitter for dates
- **Other Available Years:** 2014
- **Number of Days:** 3

September is a wonderful time to explore the breathtaking scenery of Yellowstone National Park or the Lee Metcalf Wilderness Area. These areas support native elk herds, bighorn sheep, moose, mule deer, black bear, grizzly bear, wolves, ruffed and blue grouse, eagles, coyotes, porcupine, squirrels, chipmunks, wolverine and a lot of other animals. With a little work, a person might catch up with many of these critters for a fantastic photo opportunity. Jake’s Horses has contributed more than $19,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

**Jake’s Horses, Inc., Jake & Katie Grimm, Gallatin Gateway, MT**
(406) 995-4630, www.jakeshorses.com

IDAHO SPRING BEAR HUNT FOR 2

**By Wild Idaho Outdoors, Inc.**

- **Weapon:** Rifle
- **Species:** Spring bear
- **Area:** Unit 27 – Frank Church Wilderness (2-bear area)
- **Dates:** Spring 2013 (arrange dates with outfitter ASAP)
- **Other Available Years:** None
- **Number of Days:** 6
- **Number of Hunters:** 2
- **Hunter/Guide Ratio:** 2:1
- **Add’l Hunter Cost:** $1,950 (advanced reservations required)

This is a pack-in, wilderness spring bear hunt in Idaho’s rugged country. This is a spot/stalk hunt over preset baits. You will ride and/or hike out of base camp each day. Wild Idaho Outfitters encourages families with young hunters and offer reduced hunts for juniors ages 12 to 17 when accompanied by a paying adult. This is a great opportunity to encourage young hunters and get them started with a good hunting experience. This is very rugged terrain, and all operations are conducted from wall tents. Wild Idaho Outfitters also offers summer pack trips and fall hunts in over 150 square miles of the Frank Church River of No Return Wilderness. There is great cutthroat trout fishing, bull elk rifle hunts, a liberal deer season, good bear and lion hunting as well as sheep and goat hunts. They will provide field care of your animals and give you an Idaho bear hunt you will remember fondly for years to come. Wild Idaho Outdoors has contributed more than $8,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

**Wild Idaho Outfitters, George McQuiston, Salt Lake City, UT**
(208) 252-1053, www.wildidahooutfitters.com, Booth #351
AFRICAN SAFARI FOR 3 WITH TROPHY CREDIT
By Mount Carmel Safaris

- **Weapon:** Hunter’s choice
- **Species:** Springbuck, blesbuck, black wildebeest or any animal offered at Mount Carmel
- **Area:** Northern Cape Province of South Africa
- **Dates:** 2013 (arrange dates with outfitter)
- **Other Available Years:** 2014
- **Number of Days:** 8
- **Number of Hunters:** 3
- **Hunter/Guide Ratio:** 2:1
- **Add'l Hunter Cost:** $3,310 not including trophy fee credit
- **Non-Hunter Cost:** $150/day (20% discount offered to winning bidder’s guests)
- **Upgrade Available:** 1:1 add’l $50/day
- **Hunt Accommodations:** Full service guest rooms
- **Hunt Transportation:** 4x4 vehicles
- **Transportation:** From Kimberly airport included
- **Trophy Fees:** Included; each hunter will receive $500 towards trophy fees

Mount Carmel Safaris is a full-service guest farm located in the Northern Cape Province of South Africa. Mount Carmel Safaris is owned and operated by Andries van Zyl, a qualified professional hunter and tour guide. Their family approach to both hunting and nonhunting guests is tailored to produce an unforgettable African experience in a “home away from home” atmosphere. Mount Carmel Safaris has contributed more than $124,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

Mount Carmel Safaris, Andries van Zyl Danielskuil
South Africa, Tom Hood, (281) 497-1775
www.mountcarmelsafaris.co.za, mtcarmel@yebo.co.za, Booth #774

NEW ZEALAND BULL TAHR HUNT WITH TROPHY FEE
By Central South Island Hunting NZ

- **Weapon:** Buyer’s choice of rifle or bow
- **Species:** Bull tahr
- **Area:** Central South Island, New Zealand
- **Dates:** May – July 2013
- **Other Available Years:** 2014
- **Number of Days:** 3
- **Number of Hunters:** 1
- **Hunter/Guide Ratio:** 1:1
- **Add’l Hunter Cost:** $5,280
- **Non-Hunter Cost:** $150/day
- **Upgrade Available:** Add red stag, fallow buck, chamois, wild ram, boar, goat and wallaby as well as fishing
- **Hunt Accommodations:** Homestay
- **Hunt Transportation:** 4x4; helicopter transportation available for add’l fee
- **Transportation:** From Dunedin airport included
- **License:** Included
- **Trophy Fee:** Included for one bull tahr

Nestled in the heart of Central South Island is some of the best hunting and fishing New Zealand has to offer—roam the picturesque Southern Alps where the magnificent tahr and elusive chamois range, to the Mackenzie Country lakes, streams and canals where massive rainbow and brown trout lurk. Gary Oakes caters to all types of hunters with a sense of adventure and a love for the great outdoors. Hunts can be arranged for the very fit to the not-so-fit. Don’t miss this chance to enjoy the beautiful landscape of New Zealand and enjoy a hunt you’ll remember for a lifetime. Central South Island Hunting has contributed more than $38,000 to the Elk Foundation’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

Central South Island Hunting, Gary Oakes, Oamaru New Zealand
011 643 4395881, cell 011 642 765 70 008
www.csihunting.co.nz, csihunting@hotmail.com, Booth #1716

AFRICAN SAFARI FOR 4 WITH $3,000 TROPHY CREDIT
Numzaan Safaris

- **Weapon:** Rifle or bow
- **Species:** African game; see website for available species
- **Area:** Limpopo Province, South Africa
- **Dates:** 2013
- **Other Available Years:** 2014
- **Number of Days:** 5
- **Number of Hunters:** 4
- **Hunter/Guide Ratio:** 2:1
- **Add’l Hunter Cost:** $350/day
- **Non-Hunter Cost:** $250/day
- **Upgrade Available:** Other species available as per brochure
- **Hunt Accommodations:** Lodge
- **Hunt Transportation:** Vehicle and foot
- **Transportation:** From Johannesburg airport not included
- **Trophy Fees:** $750 trophy fee credit included per hunter; total of $3,000
- **License/Permit:** Included
- **Package Value:** $9,000

Nature and wildlife are the biggest tourist attractions to South Africa—possibly the most exotic and unique destination in the world. Numzaan Safaris, due to its partnership with nature and conservation, is a proud and well-known icon contributing to the global success of the South African hunting industry. Numzaan Safaris maintains the highest standards and boasts of many international awards. Numzaan Safaris has contributed more than $31,000 to the RMEF Business Partners in Conservation program.

Numzaan Safaris, Mike Helbing, Elroy, WI, (608) 572-2389
www.numzaan.com, helbing@centurytel.net, Booth #1328
**WYOMING COWGIRLS GALORE**

**By Wyoming Wilderness Outfitters**

- **Area:** Cody, WY
- **Dates:** Jul. 8-12, 2013
- **Other Available Years:** None
- **Number of Days:** 5
- **Number of Guests:** 6
- **Add’l Guest Cost:** $1,500
- **Trip Accommodations:** Tent camp
- **Trip Transportation:** Select saddle mules
- **Transportation:** From Cody, WI included
- **License:** Must purchase fishing license if desired

Join Jake and his mountain crew of cowboys for five days in the Washakie Wilderness of Wyoming. Arrive in Cody, Wyoming, on or before July 7th where you can attend the Cody Nite Rodeo that evening. Take in the Wild West Shootout at Buffalo Bill’s world famous Irma Hotel, and then dance to a live band at Cassie’s Supper Club. Be ready to head to the mountains at 7 a.m. sharp on July 8th. We’ll ride over the mountain passes, up the rivers and take in breathtaking views. Spend your afternoon fishing for trout or time looking for big game, including elk and big horn sheep during the day rides and yes, of course, enjoy everyone’s company spreading a little to a lot of stories around the campfire at night. You can’t help but have the best time of your life. The Clarks have contributed more than $489,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

Wyoming Wilderness Outfitters, Jake, Kay & T.J. Clark, Powell, WY
(307) 754-4320, www.wyomingwilderness.com, License #BG178

**WYOMING ELK HUNT**

**By Wyoming Wilderness Outfitters**

- **Weapon:** Archery
- **Species:** Elk
- **Area:** 67
- **Dates:** Sept. 2013 (contact outfitter for dates)
- **Other Years Available:** No
- **Number of Days:** 7 days
- **Number of Hunters:** 1 hunter
- **Hunter/Guide Ratio:** 2:1
- **Add’l Hunter Cost:** $6,000
- **Non-Hunter Cost:** $2,100
- **Upgrade Available:** Rifle add’l $1,000; 1:1 archery add’l $1,500
- **Hunt Accommodations:** Tent camp, 2-3 hunters per tent
- **Hunt Transportation:** Mules and foot
- **Transportation:** From Dubois, WY included
- **Trophy Fees:** N/A
- **License/Permit:** Hunter must purchase license; $1,121 subject to change

“We’ve never seen hunting this good!” are the comments Wyoming Wilderness Outfitters received from previous years hunters. They enjoyed a 96% success rate on bulls taking mostly six-pointers. Join Jake and T.J. Clark on an extreme, fair-chase hunt in Wyoming’s Wilderness. T.J. was the 2012 Wyoming Outfitter & Guides Association Guide of the Year and the Wyoming Outfitter & Guides Association award-winning archery guide. The Clark’s have contributed more than $489,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

Wyoming Wilderness Outfitters, Jake, Kay & T.J. Clark, Powell, WY
(307) 754-4320, Jake (307) 272-6635, T.J. (307) 272-4563
www.saddlemule.com and www.wyomingwilderness.com, #BG178

**YUKON STONE SHEEP HUNT**

**By Trophy Stone Outfitting**

- **Weapon:** Rifle
- **Species:** Stone sheep ram
- **Area:** 140 air miles north of Whitehorse, Yukon
- **Dates:** July – Sept. 2014
- **Other Available Years:** 2015
- **Number of Days:** 11
- **Number of Hunters:** 1
- **Hunter/Guide Ratio:** 1:1
- **Add’l Hunter Cost:** $32,000
- **Non-Hunter Cost:** Contact outfitter
- **Upgrade Available:** Add caribou $6,000, moose $8,000, grizzly $7,000 or black bear $1,500
- **Hunt Accommodations:** Camp
- **Hunt Transportation:** Horses, float plane, foot
- **Transportation:** Air charter to camp not included; approx. $1,500
- **License:** Hunter must purchase $500 license
- **Trophy Fees:** $12,000 harvest fee included; harvest fee not refundable but may be transferred to 2015.

The family-run operation of Trophy Stone Outfitting is located in central Yukon and their hunting territory, Concession #14, is located 140 air miles north of Whitehorse. This country is magnificent and accessible only by boat or plane. They are the only big game guiding company in an over four-million-acre area. You will find that most of the rams in their hunting area are very dark, as dark as any Stone Sheep you will find in British Columbia. Their sheep have averaged 38 inches each season. Trophy Stone Outfitting tries to set a standard of harvesting only rams with the tip of at least one horn extending above the bridge of the nose. This requirement ensures that they consistently produce rams that are over a full curl, providing you with a top quality trophy. This amazing dream hunt has been fully-donated by Marv and Sandy Kramer who have contributed more than $5,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

Marv and Sandy Kramer, Wauspaca, WI
Contact: Dean Sandulak, (867) 667-6337, tso@yukonhunting.com, www.yukonhunting.com
YUKON SPRING GRIZZLY BEAR HUNT

By Trophy Stone Outfitting

- **Weapon:** Rifle
- **Species:** Grizzly bear
- **Area:** 140 air miles north of Whitehorse, Yukon
- **Dates:** May - June 2014
- **Other Available Years:** 2015
- **Number of Days:** 11
- **Number of Hunters:** 1
- **Hunter/Guide Ratio:** 1:1
- **Add’l Hunter Cost:** $12,500
- **Non-Hunter Cost:** Contact outfitter
- **Upgrade Available:** Add two black bears for no add’l fee; upgrade to a fall hunt for an additional $4,500

Grizzly hunting is beyond a doubt the most unpredictable and exciting hunting venture that you will undertake. The mountain grizzly is found abundantly throughout Trophy Stone Outfitting’s exclusive hunting area. The average size of the bears they have taken are eight feet with several bears over nine feet tall. Spring bear hunts are conducted from a boat along the Pelly and Yukon rivers, and their method of hunting is spot and stalk. Black bears are numerous in many parts of their area, and all grizzly hunters are able to harvest two black bears at no extra charge. The family-run operation of Trophy Stone Outfitting is located in central Yukon, and their hunting territory, Concession #14, is located 140 air miles north of Whitehorse. This country is magnificent and accessible only by boat or plane. They are the only big game guiding company in an over four-million-acre area. This incredible hunt has been donated by Marv and Sandy Kramer who have already contributed more than $5,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

Marv and Sandy Kramer, Waupaca, WI
Contact: Dean Sandulak, (867) 667-6337, tso@yukonhunting.com

SHOOT LIKE A GIRL® MONTANA ELK HUNT PACKAGE

By Upper Canyon Outfitters

- **Weapon:** Rifle or archery
- **Species:** Elk and mule deer
- **Area:** Unit 324 and 330; southwest MT
- **Dates:** 2013 season
- **Other Available Years:** None
- **Number of Days:** 5
- **Number of Hunters:** 2
- **Hunter/Guide Ratio:** 2:1
- **Add’l Hunter Cost:** $3,975 (hunt only)
- **Non-Hunter Cost:** $900
- **Upgrade Available:** N/A
- **Hunt Accommodations:** Lodge
- **Hunt Transportation:** Horse, ATV, 4WD, foot
- **Transportation:** From Bozeman airport included
- **License:** Hunters must purchase license and draw tag; application deadline March 15
- **Equipment:**
  - 1 Bow
  - 1 Savage 30.06 rifle
  - 1 set of Prios pants and jacket (XL size exchangeable)
  - Pronghorn hunting boots donated by Danner
  - Shoot Like a Girl© merchandise

Donna McDonald and Karen Butler are enthusiastic about encouraging women in the sport of hunting, and they have teamed up to bring this fantastic package to the Ladies Auction! Karen, named by Outdoor Life as a national leader in hunting, fishing and conservation, started Shoot Like a Girl® when she found it difficult to find hunting equipment designed with the female in mind. Shoot Like a Girl’s mission is to empower women to participate in shooting sports with confidence. Donna is one of the few female licensed outfitters in Montana and the first women president of the Montana Outfitters and Guides Association. She has served on a number of boards and been involved in several major legislative accomplishments addressing issues involving hunting, fishing and outdoor heritage. This is a fantastic elk and mule deer hunt on the Beaverhead-Deerlodge National Forest near Robb Creek—RMEF’s first conservation land acquisition. You’ll experience some of the most scenic and pristine country the west has to offer. After your hunt each day, you will return to delicious meals, wonderful hospitality and first-class accommodations in Upper Canyon’s spacious and comfortable lodge. Upper Canyon Outfitters has contributed more than $30,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

Upper Canyon Outfitters, Donna & Jake McDonald, Alder, MT
(800) 735-3973, www.ucomontana.com, Booth #768
Shoot Like A Girl®, Inc., Karen & Todd Butler, Elkmont, AL
(256) 520-3759, www.shootlikeagirl.com, Booth #1848
AFRICAN GRAND HUNT WITH TROPHY FEE

By Russ Field Safaris

- **Weapon:** Rifle
- **Species:** Total of 1 wildebeest, 1 cape bushbuck, 1 blesbuck and 1 impala
- **Area:** South Africa
- **Dates:** 2013 (arrange dates with outfitter)
- **Other Available Years:** None
- **Number of Days:** 8
- **Number of Hunters:** 1
- **Hunter/Guide Ratio:** 1:1
- **Add'l Hunter Cost:** $375/day plus trophy fees and license

With more than 15 years of professional hunting experience, Russell Field has played host to some of the world’s most discerning clientele. Russell has a bachelor’s degree in wildlife management and oversees the ecology and wildlife on the ranch. This seasoned professional will do whatever it takes to exceed your expectations on safari. Working with Russell are the behind-the-scenes team of chefs, trackers, skinners, cleaners and helpers that make the whole safari go smoothly and successfully. All safaris and photographic tours are personally overseen by Russell or one of his fully qualified guides to ensure the enjoyment and success of everyone. Russ Field has contributed more than $39,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

**Russ Field Safaris, Grahams Town, Eastern Cape South Africa, 011-27-46-6225837**
wwwsouthafricanhunting.com, info@southafricanhunting.com, Booth #475

ALASKA TALACHULITNA RIVER FISHING TRIP

By McDougall Lodge

- **Species:** Salmon, rainbow trout, arctic grayling
- **Area:** 65 miles northwest of Anchorage, AK
- **Dates:** 2013 season
- **Other Available Years:** 2014
- **Number of Days:** 5 days/6 nights
- **Number of Guests:** 1
- **Add'l Guest Cost:** $3,450
- **Upgrade Available:** Contact outfitter
- **Trip Accommodations:** Lodge
- **Trip Transportation:** Boat
- **Transportation:** To lodge not included; floatplane charter $225/person (price subject to change)
- **License:** Buyer must purchase fishing license

Whether it’s your first trip to Alaska or you are a seasoned veteran to the wonderful fishing this state, McDougall Lodge will provide an experience you will cherish forever. They offer world-class fishing for all five species of Pacific salmon, native rainbow and Dolly Varden trout, arctic char and northern pike. Your private fishing guide will constantly put you in a position to land the trophy of a lifetime. The historic McDougall Lodge provides a cozy backwoods environment with first class fishing. All guests have access to wireless internet, pool table, big-screen satellite TVs and a fly-tying station. The lodge is located at the base of Mount McKinley about 1.5 miles from the mouth of Lake Creek—an area considered one of the top salmon fishing bites in Alaska. Come by yourself or bring a group of friends! The folks at McDougall Lodge will make your experience memorable. McDougall Lodge has contributed more than $10,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

**McDougall Lodge, Ron Jewett, Lake Creek, AK**
(907) 733-2818, www.mcdougalllodge.com, info@mcdougalllodge.com

2013 PROFESSIONAL BULL RIDERS PACKAGE

- **Area:** Las Vegas, Nevada
- **Dates:** Oct. 23-27, 2013
- **Other Years Available:** None
- **Number of Days:** 5
- **Number of Guests:** 4
- **Trip Accommodations:** Official host hotel of Cowboys for Conservation (TBD)
- **Transportation:** Not included
- **Tickets:** 4 tickets to all 5 performances of the Built Ford Tough World Finals

This package has been a fantastic success at our Big Game Banquets, and the package at Elk Camp always has a couple of extras to spice it up! Four fun-loving people will experience the Professional Bull Riders World Finals in style! This package includes four tickets to the five nights of the Built Ford Tough Series World finals as well as four VIP Pre-Party Passes and VIP Lunch Tickets where you can meet and greet the bull riders.

**RMEF**
Professional Bull Riders, Inc.
KEY LARGO VACATION HOME STAY

- **Area:** Key Largo, FL
- **Dates:** 2013; contact Jon for availability
- **Other Years Available:** None
- **Number of Days:** 5-day stay in 2013
- **Number of Guests:** Up to 6
- **Add’l Guest Week:** $7,500-$15,000 depending on time of year
- **Trip Accommodations:** Luxury vacation home at Ocean Reef Golf Club
- **Transportation:** To Key Largo not included (rental car recommended)

Jon and Siri Fossel are hosting a perfect Key Largo experience in their extraordinary four-bedroom, private vacation home at the Ocean Reef Club. This breathtaking waterfront home is completely furnished and features a private swimming pool and hot tub and all the comforts for a week of luxury. Resort amenities include golf, tennis, snorkeling, spa/fitness center and a number of fantastic restaurants.

Jon and Sari Fossel, Ennis, MT (406) 682-7930, info@jackcreekpreserve.org
Visit www.oceanreef.com for more info on location

MONTANA JACK CREEK YOUTH SPRING BEAR HUNT

By Jack Creek Preserve Foundation

- **Weapon:** Rifle for youth only; bow for anyone else
- **Species:** Black bear
- **Area:** Bear Management Unit 341 – Ennis, MT
- **Dates:** Apr. 15 – May 15, 2013 (contact Jon Fossel to set date)
- **Other Available Years:** None
- **Number of Days:** 6
- **Number of Hunters:** 1 hunter plus up to 3 guests
- **Hunter/Guide Ratio:** Self-guided with instruction and orientation
- **Add’l Hunter Cost:** N/A
- **Upgrade Available:** N/A
- **Hunt Accommodations:** Cabins on Preserve, depending on accessibility
- **Hunt Transportation:** Not included
- **Transportation:** To ranch not included
- **License:** Hunter must purchase bear license before April 14; black bear hunters must successfully complete the FWP bear identification test before purchasing a black bear license

This hunt is either a rifle or bow hunt for a youth 17 years or younger only. Anyone else may hunt with a bow only. The Jack Creek Preserve is a 5,000-acre ranch surrounded by the Lee Metcalf Wilderness. Accommodations, dependent on spring weather and accessibility, are in one of three cabins; two are wonderfully rustic with wood-burning heat, propane stoves, comfortable bunk beds and an outhouse (no running water). The third cabin is a real luxury camp with all the amenities, hot and cold running water, an indoor bathroom and propane refrigerator. All three cabins are in the middle of bear habitat, yet accessible by 4WD. Hunters supply their own food. The ranch will assist with field dressing and hauling your bear to town. The Jack Creek Preserve Foundation has contributed more than $127,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

Jack Creek Preserve Foundation, Ennis, MT, Jon Fossel and Dottie Fossel
Jon: (406) 682-7930, info@jackcreekpreserve.org

MONTANA YOUTH, WOMEN’S OR SENIOR ELK & DEER HUNT

By Jack Creek Preserve Foundation

- **Weapon:** Rifle or bow
- **Species:** Elk and deer
- **Area:** Unit 360 – Ennis, MT
- **Dates:** Sept. – Nov. 2013
- **Other Available Years:** 2014 (only if buyer’s 2013 hunt is unsuccessful)
- **Number of Days:** 6
- **Number of Hunters:** 1 hunter plus up to 3 guests
- **Hunter/Guide Ratio:** Self-guided with instruction and orientation
- **Add’l Hunter Cost:** N/A
- **Upgrade Available:** N/A
- **Hunt Accommodations:** Cabins
- **Hunt Transportation:** Not included
- **Transportation:** To ranch not included
- **License:** Hunter must draw; application deadline Mar. 15

The Jack Creek Preserve is a 5,000-acre ranch surrounded by the Lee Metcalf Wilderness. In 2011 a 342-point bull was taken by a bow hunter and a bull scoring 384-3/8 was taken by a rifle hunter. Accommodations are in one of three cabins; two are wonderfully rustic with wood-burning heat, propane stoves, comfortable bunk beds and an outhouse (no running water). The third cabin is a real luxury camp with all the amenities, hot and cold running water, an indoor bathroom and a propane refrigerator. All three cabins are in the middle of elk habitat, yet accessible by 4WD. Hunters supply their own food. The ranch will assist with field dressing and hauling your elk to town. The Jack Creek Preserve Foundation has contributed more than $127,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

Jack Creek Preserve Foundation, Ennis, MT, Jon Fossel and Dottie Fossel
Jon: (406) 682-7930, info@jackcreekpreserve.org
MONTANA SPRING CREEK FISHING TRIP FOR 2
By Jack Creek Preserve Foundation

- **Area:** Odell Creek, Ennis, MT
- **Dates:** Summer/Fall 2013 (contact Jon Fossel to arrange dates)
- **Other Years Available:** None
- **Number of Days:** 2; (1 on Odell and 1 at a high mountain lake on Jack Creek Preserve)
- **Number of Guests:** 2
- **Add’l Guest Cost:** Contact Jon; cabin sleeps up to 4
- **Trip Accommodations:** Jack Creek Preserve cabin; meals at the cabin not included; lunch provided each day
- **Transportation:** From Bozeman airport not included
- **License:** Guests must purchase fishing license

Odell Creek is a world-class spring creek which flows into the Madison River. It has only five leaseholders. There is a sizeable population of brown and rainbow trout, many of which exceed five pounds. It is dry fly fishing only. Your guide, Jon Fossel, will provide a stream bank picnic lunch with great wine. Take the opportunity to float the Madison and visit Yellowstone Park, which is only a little over an hour away. The Jack Creek Preserve Foundation has contributed more than $127,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

Jack Creek Preserve Foundation, Ennis, MT, Jon Fossel and Dottie Fossel
Jon: (406) 682-7930, info@jackcreekpreserve.org

MONTANA ANTELOPE HUNT
By Chase Hill Outfitters

- **Weapon:** Rifle
- **Species:** Antelope
- **Area:** Big Sandy, MT
- **Dates:** 2013 season
- **Other Available Years:** 2014
- **Number of Days:** 3
- **Number of Hunters:** 2
- **Hunter/Guide Ratio:** 2:1
- **Add’l Hunter Cost:** $2,950
- **Non-Hunter Cost:** Contact outfitter
- **Upgrade Available:** Contact outfitter
- **Hunt Accommodations:** Family style ranch home
- **Hunt Transportation:** 4x4 and foot
- **Transportation:** From Great Falls, MT airport not included
- **License:** Hunter must purchase. Special draw area 690-00; application deadline June 1
- **Trophy Fees:** N/A

Bill and Renita Brown, of Chase Hill Outfitters, work to create an unforgettable adventure for all of their hunters. They are located on the edge of the wild and scenic Missouri River Breaks, and have excellent antelope populations with minimal hunting pressure allowing for the opportunity of many trophy antelope. Over the past few years, they have taken many Boone & Crockett antelope. Their roots go back to 1917 when Bill’s granddad homesteaded. In 1987 Bill and Renita started Chase Hill Outfitters and as a third generation rancher, and Bill has extensive knowledge of this area and its history. Come enjoy the Bill and Renita’s hospitality while you experience a fantastic Montana antelope hunt.

Chase Hill Outfitters, Bill & Renita Brown, Big Sandy, MT
(406) 386-2447, www.chasehill.com, Booth #766

NEVADA PACK-IN WILDERNESS MULE DEER HUNT
By Cottonwood Ranch

- **Weapon:** Rifle, bow, muzzleloader
- **Species:** Mule deer
- **Area:** Unit 072
- **Dates:** Aug. – Oct. 2013 (depending on weapon)
- **Other Available Years:** Until drawn
- **Number of Days:** 5
- **Number of Hunters:** 1
- **Hunter/Guide Ratio:** 2:1
- **Add’l Hunter Cost:** $4,600
- **Non-Hunter Cost:** $250/day
- **Upgrade Available:** Upgrade to elk or any other hunts offered; contact outfitter for info
- **Hunt Accommodations:** Tent camp
- **Hunt Transportation:** Horses and mule
- **Transportation:** From Elko, NV or Twin Falls, ID included
- **Trophy Fee:** N/A
- **License/Permit:** Hunter must purchase; drawing deadline March 1 for first drawing; April 1 for second drawing; approx. $500 total for tag, license and other applicable fees
- **Note:** The odds of drawing restricted nonresident guided hunt applications, more commonly referred to as Guide Tags, are greatly improved. Common success is within 3 years. The application process in Nevada may take some dedication, but it is definitely worth it.

Blain Jackson’s premium high-country pack-in mule deer hunts are second to none. They have good numbers of adult-aged bucks measuring 20” to 26” wide and scoring average around 160 B&C points. They take a few bucks considerably larger every year. Cottonwood also has unbelievable elk quantity and quality. Their camps are nested under the snow covered peaks rising over 10,000 ft. Bring your hunting gear and warm bed roll, and their surefooted horses and experienced guides will do the rest. The Jarbidge is a sportsman’s paradise, so join the Cottonwood crew, the fantastic cooking and experience hunting the way it used to be in the West. This is a hunt you will always remember. Cottonwood Ranch has contributed more than $56,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

Cottonwood Ranch—Nevada, Blain Jackson, Wells, NV, (435) 770-8092
www.cottonwoodranchhs.com, blainjackson@aol.com
USA SHOOTING TEAM EXPERIENCE AND RUGER RIFLE

- **Firearm:** Ruger’s USA Shooting Team III Rifle signed by team
- **Area:** Colorado Springs, CO
- **Dates:** Summer of 2013, dates to be announced
- **Other Available Years:** None
- **Number of Guests:** 2
- **Trip Accommodations:** 2 nights hotel stay
- **Transportation:** Airfare on United
- **Also Included:** Transportation to Olympic Center and shooting range
- **Value:** $5,000

USA Shooting Team will provide a unique experience for two at the Olympic Training Complex in Colorado Springs, CO. You will spend a day with Olympic National Team and resident athletes and receive one-on-one instruction in one or more of the Olympic Shooting disciplines (rifle, pistol and shotgun). This donation will also feature a VIP tour of the Olympic Training Center. Rifle and Pistol shooting will take place at the Olympic Shooting Center complex, and shotgun shooting will take place at the International Shooting Park located at nearby Ft. Carson. Participants will have the opportunity to shoot a variety of Olympic and non-Olympic shooting events. Lunch with athletes (shooters and athletes in other sports) will be provided at the Training Center. Have dinner with athletes and staff at a local Colorado Springs restaurant. All rifles, shotguns, pistols, ammunition and necessary equipment are provided.

**USA Shooting Team, Buddy DuVall, Colorado Springs, CO**
(719) 352-9512 or (719) 352-9512

COSTA RICA—PACIFICO CONDO WEEK STAY

- **Area:** Pacifico Resort, Playa del Coco, Costa Rica
- **Dates:** Mar. 2013 – Mar. 2014; week subject to availability; contact donor as soon as possible
- **Other Available Years:** None
- **Number of Guests:** 6
- **Number of Days:** 7
- **Trip Accommodations:** Unit Pacifico L1114, newly redecorated, 2-br/2-bath condo with view of pool
- **Transportation:** Local transportation not included
- **Included:** $200 debit card for food and beverage charges at the beach club; welcome basket with a variety of coffee, fruit, beer, soft drinks and water

Stone River Gear, a longtime business partner and supporter of RMEF, has donated one week at their condo in Playa del Coco, Costa Rica, with full use of the Pacifico Beach Club facilities. Stone River Gear would like to offer some flexibility as to the time the winner can choose to go, but dates are subject to availability. Enjoy this newly remodeled, spacious and modern condo and all the facilities the club has to offer, such as their multiple pools, health club, and the Pacifico Village shops. Head in to Coco for the local nightlife or take advantage of fantastic tours including sunset sails, scuba diving and whitewater rafting. See the wildlife at the Palo Verde National Park and experience the breathtaking Miravalles Volcano and Llanos del Cortez waterfall. If you haven’t experienced Costa Rica, this trip will ensure it won’t be your last. Stone River Gear has contributed more than $10,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

**Stone River Gear LLC**
**Contact:** Rick Nebel, (845) 594-4426, rmebel@netzero.com, Booth #1515

CARIBBEAN QUEENS—LADIES TRIP FOR 6

- **Area:** Morritt’s Tortuga Club Timeshare Condos, Grand Cayman, Cayman Islands
- **Dates:** June 8-15, 2013
- **Other Available Years:** None
- **Number of Days:** 7
- **Number of Guests:** 6
- **Trip Accommodations:** Oceanfront condo sleeps 6; 2 bed/3 bath plus queen sleeper sofa
- **Transportation:** Roundtrip airport transportation included; rental car not included
- **Also Included:**
  - Saturday - Friday evening meals
  - Monday: 6 tickets to deck BBQ and welcome party
  - Thursday: Shuttle trip to Rum Point for lunch, a snorkel tour at Sting Ray City, a sunset sail on a 65-ft catamaran and finally, dinner at Over the Edge restaurant
  - Discount coupons for local restaurants and entertainment

OK ladies, grab your flip-flops and sunscreen and get set for a week chock-full of entertainment and pampering by our very own Kevin Hall and his partners in crime—your private valets, chefs, butlers, and party planners. The premier vacation destination on Grand Cayman is Morritt’s Tortuga Club and Grand Resort on the quiet and exclusive side of Grand Cayman. Here you will find relaxation along with some of the best scuba diving and snorkeling in the Caribbean. Located right on the property you’ll find restaurants and shopping including David’s Restaurant, Mimi’s Dock Bar, a dive shop, a full-service spa and three swimming pools. The property’s shopping plaza includes a liquor store and grocery store. Kevin Hall can’t wait to show you all how to party Caribbean-style, so don’t miss this amazing opportunity!

**Morritt’s Tortuga Club, www.morrisfits.com/resorts/tortugaclub.html**
**Kevin Hall—RMEF Arkansas Volunteer**
AFRICAN SAFARI FOR 2 WITH TROPHY CREDIT
By Safari Afrika

- **Weapon:** Hunter’s choice
- **Species:** 40 animals to choose from
- **Area:** Limpopo Province, South Africa
- **Dates:** 2013 (arrange dates with outfitter)
- **Other Available Years:** 2014/2015
- **Number of Days:** 5
- **Number of Hunters:** 2
- **Hunter/Guide Ratio:** 2:1
- **Add’l Hunter Cost:** $3,500
- **Non-Hunter Cost:** $195/day
- **Upgrade Available:** See donor at Booth #1039
- **Hunt Accommodations:** Luxury lodges and meals/soft drinks
- **Hunt Transportation:** 4x4
- **Transportation:** From Pietersburg airport included
- **Trophy Fees:** $500 trophy credit per hunter is included; each hunter is required to take at least three trophy animals; see price list at Booth #1737
- **Value:** $9,000

Outfitter Richard Lemmer, Life Member and previous executive council member of PHASA (Professional Hunters Association of South Africa), personally organizes and conducts safaris in South Africa. Hunter must pay $1,000 deposit ($500 per hunter) to reserve hunt date. This deposit will be applied toward your final trophy bill. This hunt may not be substituted for a photo safari. Safari Afrika has contributed more than $44,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

**Safari Afrika, Richard Lemmer, Potgetersrus, South Africa**
www.safariafrika.net, Booth #1737

AFRICAN GRAND BOW HUNT FOR 2 WITH TROPHY FEES
By African Arrow Safaris

- **Species:** Total of 3 impala and 3 warthogs
- **Weapon:** Bow or crossbow
- **Area:** Limpopo Province, South Africa
- **Dates:** 2013
- **Other Available Years:** 2014
- **Number of Days:** 10
- **Number of Hunters:** 3
- **Hunter/Guide Ratio:** 2:1
- **Add’l Hunter Cost:** $400/day plus trophy fees
- **Non-Hunter Cost:** $200/day
- **Trophy Fees:** Included for a total of 3 impala and 3 warthogs
- **License/Permit:** Included
- **Hunt Value:** $14,675
- **Upgrade Available:** Add’l animals, days and/or hunters
- **Hunt Accommodations:** Lodge
- **Hunt Transportation:** 4x4
- **Transportation:** From Johannesburg airport add’l $500 roundtrip per hunter
- **Value:** $19,000

Harry Nel of African Arrow Safaris operates in the Limpopo Province, far North of South Africa, close to Lephalale (formerly Ellisras), located at the spur of the Waterberg Mountains—approximately 20km from the Botswana Border. 40kms North of Lephalale. The tranquil Mokolo River—an offshoot to the Limpopo River—runs soothingly through their bush land. Harry’s camp is superbly managed and suits hunters’ and accompanying non-hunters’ personal needs. The camp consists of a fully catered modern thatched-roof lodge, which provides a comfortable stay for both the hunter and non-hunter. You will find an outdoor bar where you can enjoy the sunset and a cozy fire, as well as a beautiful lookout where you can watch the local wildlife. Let African Arrow show you an African experience you will cherish for a lifetime! African Arrow Safaris has contributed more than $19,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

**African Arrow Safaris, Harry Nel, Sparks, NV**
(775) 359-8709, www.africanarrowsafaris.com, Booth #342

COLORADO ELK HUNT FOR 4
By Big Country Outfitters

- **Weapon:** Rifle
- **Species:** Elk
- **Area:** Unit 80
- **Dates:** 3rd rifle season 2013
- **Other Years Available:** None
- **Number of Days:** 7 days; 2 days pack-in/5-day hunt
- **Number of Hunters:** 4
- **Hunter/Guide Ratio:** 2:1
- **Add’l Hunter Cost:** N/A; 4 hunter max
- **Non-Hunter Cost:** N/A
- **Upgrade Available:** None
- **Hunt Accommodations:** Wall tent or hunting lodge depending on elk movement
- **Hunt Transportation:** Horse, 4WD, foot
- **Transportation:** From Alamosa, CO included
- **Trophy Fees:** N/A
- **License/Permit:** Hunters must purchase
- **Value:** $14,000

This is an amazing opportunity for you and three of your hunting companions to enjoy a private camp. You’ll have a great time bonding, laughing, hunting and taking in the beautiful country of Colorado with the professional guides of Big Country Outfitters. They use horses and mules to access prime hunting areas to get you closer to the hunt with energy to stalk your bull. Their spacious wall tents offer you comfort after a long day’s hunt. You will dine on delicious, home-cooked meals served in the warmth of their cook tent by staff experienced in preparing outdoor meals. Big Country Outfitting and Guiding specializes in elk hunts as well as mule deer, bighorn sheep, pronghorn and moose. References are happily provided. This is a perfect western adventure for a band-of-brothers, or sisters, in the majestic San Juan Mountains of southwestern Colorado.

**Big Country Outfitting and Guiding, Adam Skadberg, South Fork, CO**
(719) 480-4289, www.bcguiding.com, adamskadberg@gmail.com
SASKATCHEWAN BLACK BEAR HUNT AND FISHING TRIP

By Holt Lake Lodge

- **Weapon:** Rifle or bow
- **Species:** Black bear, trophy northern pike, lake trout and walleye
- **Area:** Northern Saskatchewan
- **Dates:** Spring 2014 (contact outfitter for dates)
- **Other Years Available:** None
- **Number of Days:** 6
- **Number of Hunters:** 1
- **Hunter/Guide Ratio:** 2:1
- **Add’l Hunter Cost:** $2,995
- **Non-Hunter Cost:** $1,395
- **Upgrade Available:** None
- **Hunt Accommodations:** Cabins
- **Hunt Transportation:** Float plane and boat
- **Transportation to Lodge:** Float plane from Buffalo Narrows, SK included
- **Trophy Fee:** N/A
- **License:** Hunter must purchase
- **Note:** Subject to tax payable by buyer

Holt Lake Lodge has donated a fantastic hunting and fishing package in their beautiful and remote area of Saskatchewan. Since 1998 they have enjoyed a 100% success rate on large bears with the average length approximately 72 inches. They limit their hunters to ensure they have a good population of big bears. Your bear will be skinned and frozen for you, and Holt Lake Lodge can provide transportation to a taxidermist for a small additional charge. They have blinds and stands for bow and rifle hunters with plenty of Boone & Crockett and Pope & Young-class bears.

_Holt Lake Lodge, Roland Jenson, Outlook, Saskatchewan, (306) 867-7725 or (480) 907-6160 www.holllake lodge.com, rolandjenson@hotmail.com, Booth #564_

ILLINOIS ARCHERY DEER HUNT

By Illinois Conservation Foundation

- **Weapon:** Bow
- **Species:** Whitetail
- **Area:** Winnebago County, Region 1
- **Dates:** Oct. 29 – Nov. 2, 2013
- **Other Available Years:** None
- **Number of Days:** 5
- **Number of Hunters:** 1
- **Hunter/Guide Ratio:** Self-guided
- **Cost for Add’l Hunter:** $2,850
- **Cost for Non-Hunter:** $800
- **Hunt Accommodations:** Lodge; breakfast and lunch included each day
- **Hunt Transportation:** Within hunting area included
- **Transportation:** From airport not included
- **Trophy Fee:** N/A
- **License/Permit:** Included

Winnebago County is home to monster whitetail deer, and this is a fantastic opportunity to enjoy a trophy-class hunt. This lucky hunter will enjoy a pre-rut hunt when the bucks are most active. Accommodations include six nights at the Log House lodge located at the Torstenson Youth Conservation Education Center owned by the Illinois Conservation Foundation. This lodge sits on the edge of this fabulous deer management property. Breakfast and lunch are included. Evening meals are not included, and there are restaurants nearby. The role of the Illinois Conservation Foundation and its partners is to preserve and enhance our precious natural resources by supporting and fostering ecological, educational and recreational programs for the benefit of all citizens of Illinois and for future generations to come.


NEBRASKA TURKEY HUNT FOR 2

By Balancing Arrow Outfitters

- **Weapon:** Shotgun or bow
- **Species:** Merriam’s turkey (1 each)
- **Area:** Sioux County, NE
- **Dates:** Apr. 22-24, 2013
- **Other Available Years:** None
- **Number of Days:** 3
- **Number of Hunters:** 2
- **Hunter/Guide Ratio:** 2:1
- **Add’l Hunter Cost:** N/A
- **Non-Hunter Cost:** N/A
- **Upgrade Available:** Add’l turkey $600/hunter
- **Hunt Accommodations:** Private bunkhouse
- **Hunt Transportation:** Foot
- **Transportation:** From Rapid City, SD airport not included; shuttle add’l $150/hunter
- **Trophy Fee:** N/A
- **License:** Hunter must purchase $91 license and $20 habitat stamp

Balancing Arrow guided the first five hunters who purchased the statewide special Nebraska elk tag. Dana Bokelman with Balancing Arrow also offers guided deer, antelope and turkey hunts. They manage more than 10,000 private acres of northwest Nebraska’s Pine Ridge Country. Dana has been professionally guiding hunters in this area since 1991 as well as offering fly-fishing for three species of trout and guided equestrian rides for small groups. These Merriam’s turkey hunts are extremely successful, and their birds are pure descendants from the initial birds released in northwest Nebraska in 1959. The guided hunt for two offers a relaxed but serious atmosphere with lots of action. Dana has contributed more than $5,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

_Balancing Arrow Outfitters, Dana Bokelman_  
_Crawford, NE, (308) 665-2669, www.balancingarrow.com, Booth #1645_
MONTANA FISHING PACKAGE FOR 2—A RIVER RUNS THROUGH IT

By RMEF Montana Leadership Team

- **Area:** Missoula; Blackfoot, Clark Fork or Bitterroot rivers
- **Dates:** Apr. – Sept. 2013 (contact donors for available dates)
- **Other Available Years:** None
- **Number of Days:** 2 days fishing/4 nights
- **Number of Guests:** 2
- **Add’l Guest Cost:** Contact donors
- **Trip Accommodations:** 2 rooms 1 night at Ruby’s Inn, Missoula; 3 nights 2 rooms at Blue Ribbon Cabins, Rock Creek
- **Trip Transportation:** 4-day mid-size or larger car rental
- **License:** Guests must purchase fishing license
- **Also Included:** 2 fly boxes and 2 9-ft 5-wt fly rods

The Montana Leadership Team has put together a fantastic package perfect for two seasoned fly-fishermen or two folks who would like to learn. Your first night stay will be at Ruby’s Inn in Missoula followed by three nights at the Blue Ribbon Cabins on Rock Creek. John Havlik Guide Service and Jason Morrison Outfitters will each treat you to a full day of fishing including instruction on fly-fishing, river ecology and conservation as well as supplying all flies, tippet, leaders, rods and reels and a shore lunch. You will also receive two beautiful, curly maple and red cedar fly boxes handcrafted by Rick Harper and stocked with flies made by Tater McKay. To top it off are two high-quality graphite fly-rods. Come fish the waters that Norman Maclean immortalized in his book A River Runs Through It, and see why Montana is the Last Best Place on Earth.

Jason Morrison, Avon, MT, (406) 531-9039
John Havlik Guide Service, Missoula, MT, (406) 239-8423
Blue Ribbon Cabins, Rock Creek, MT, (406) 825-6986
R.W. Harper (406) 683-8740, Tater McKay, (406) 683-4824
C’mon Inn, (800) 989-5569
Dollar Rent a Car, (406) 542-2311

NEW ZEALAND HUNT FOR 2 WITH TROPHY FEES & TROPHY CREDIT

By Four Seasons Safaris New Zealand

- **Weapon:** Rifle, bow or muzzleloader
- **Species:** Total of 1 bull tahr and 1 chamois; plus $500 credit for each hunter toward trophy red stag
- **Area:** South Island, New Zealand
- **Dates:** Apr. – Aug. 2013
- **Other Years Available:** 2014
- **Number of Days:** 4
- **Number of Hunters:** 2
- **Hunter/Guide Ratio:** 2:1
- **Upgrade Available:** Add’l days, hunters and animals; upgrade accommodations to the resort $350/room night
- **Add’l Hunter Cost:** $450/day not including trophy fees
- **Non-Hunter Cost:** $250/day
- **Hunt Accommodations:** Cabin/farm stay
- **Hunt Transportation:** 4x4 for stag; helicopter assistance for the alpine chamois and tahr add’l $3,500 approx.
- **Transportation:** Roundtrip from Christchurch included on guiding days; non-guiding days add’l $250 each way
- **License:** NZ$25 firearms license on entry to NZ through NZ police
- **Trophy Fee:** Includes trophy fees for 1 bull tahr and 1 chamois to be shared between the 2 hunters; plus $500 credit for each hunter toward a trophy red stag; $500 tax on each tahr and chamois not included

Do you have a passion for hunting mountains? The stunning Alps of the South Island, New Zealand is your chance to enjoy your passion, hunting the two alpine animals that inhabit these areas, the tahr and chamois, in absolutely gorgeous country. Shane Johnston, past president of the NZ Professional Hunting Guides Association and longtime RMEF member/donor as well as Dallas Safari Club’s 2007 “Outfitter of the Year,” and the Nebraska SCI 2010 “Outfitter of the Year,” is inviting two hunters to experience the breathtaking scenery of the Southern Alps while hunting trophy animals with a dedicated, experienced and enthusiastic team of guides that will, without doubt, exceed your expectations. Four Seasons Safaris NZ specializes in all NZ big game trophy animals, bird shooting, fly-fishing for trout and salmon, jet boat and helicopter safaris, scenic tours, ‘pamper me’ spa days and golf on the resort where Four Seasons is based. This alpine hunt for tahr and chamois is a helicopter drop-off with an approximate cost to the hunters of $3,500. Your red stag hunt is on the lower rolling hill country on one of the finest private hunting areas for red stag in New Zealand. Four Seasons Safaris has contributed more than $46,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

Four Seasons Safaris NZ Ltd, Terrace Downs Resort
Canterbury, NZ, www.fourseasonsnz.com, shane@fourseasons.co.nz
U.S. cell Jan/Feb/Mar (214) 535-9265, Booth #848
IDAHO LAKE COEUR D’ALENE GETAWAY FOR 6

By Bobby D’s Custom Tours

- **Area:** Lake Coeur d’Alene, ID
- **Dates:** 2013 operating year round; contact Bobby D. for available dates
- **Other Available Years:** 2014
- **Number of Days:** 2 nights
- **Number of Guests:** 6
- **Add’l Guest Cost:** N/A
- **Upgrades Available:** Add’l days; contact donor for info
- **Trip Transportation:** 4-6 hour boat tour

Bobby D. and his crew invite you to experience the friendly waters of Lake Coeur d’Alene and Lake Pend Oreille aboard the Joanna. They will bring six lucky people to the beauty of northern Idaho aboard the Joanna, an Alumaweld Formula Vee 26’ hard top with a heated and dry cabin and seating for up to six adventurers. Enjoy spectacular views of bald eagles, osprey, mountain goats, deer, elk and moose. Bobby D. will also provide wonderful accommodations for two nights at their bed-and-breakfast as well as dinner and breakfast gourmet meals made with only the best, organic foods. You will be treated like royalty as you enjoy one of the most beautiful places on earth!

*Bobby D’s Custom Tours & Charters, Bobby Darakjy*
*Coeur d’Alene, ID, (208) 669-7206, www.lakecoeurdalenecruise.com*

MONTANA ARCHERY ELK HUNT

By Lone Wolf Guide Service

- **Weapon:** Bow
- **Species:** Elk
- **Area:** Unit HD590 Bull Mountains, south central MT
- **Dates:** Sept. – Oct. 2013 season (arrange dates with outfitter)
- **Other Available years:** 2014
- **Number of Days:** 6
- **Number of Hunters:** 1
- **Hunter/Guide Ratio:** 2:1
- **Add’l Hunter Cost:** $6,500
- **Non-Hunter Cost:** $250/day
- **Upgrade Available:** Rifle elk/deer combo; contact outfitter for information and restricted drawing details
- **Hunt Accommodations:** Lodge
- **Hunt Transportation:** 4x4
- **Transportation:** From Billings airport included
- **License/Permit:** Hunter must apply for general draw by March 15; hunter must purchase license
- **Trophy Fee:** N/A

T. Phillip Bowers, owner/outfitter of Lone Wolf Guide Service, operates a full service outfitting operation in some of the most trophy-rich habitat Montana has to offer. Past archery clients have harvested bulls up to 403 P&Y, and the unit has produced rifle bulls up to 431 B&C. Lone Wolf Guide Service has exclusive hunting rights on some of Montana’s finest private land ranches where the trophy potential is fabulous. Client hunters will apply for the MT general drawing before March 15 and then apply for a HD 590 elk permit by June 1. HD 590 is a limited entry trophy bull elk unit, and permits must be drawn. In 2011 50% of the archery hunters drew this permit. The chances of drawing a rifle elk permit in this area are less than 25%, but upgrades to a rifle hunt can be discussed. T. Phillip Bowers, a second-generation Montana outfitter, has extensive experience hunting, guiding and packing in Montana’s finest big game country. Phillip invites you to join him on a true trophy elk hunt. Lone Wolf Guide Service has contributed more than $13,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

*T. Phillip & Chelsea Bowers/Lone Wolf Guide Service*
*Livingston, MT, (406)223-1108, www.lonewolfguides.com, phillip@lonewolfguides.com*

COLORADO ELK HUNT

By Welder Outfitting Service

- **Weapon:** Rifle or bow
- **Species:** Elk
- **Area:** Unit 24 – White River National Forest
- **Dates:** 2013 (contact outfitter to arrange dates)
- **Other Available years:** No
- **Number of Days:** 5
- **Number of Hunters:** 1
- **Add’l Hunter Cost:** $3,600 for first rifle season and archery
- **Non-Hunter Cost:** $1,800
- **Upgrade Available:** Rifle seasons or archery
- **Hunt Accommodations:** Cabin, house or base camp
- **Hunt Transportation:** Horseback and 4x4
- **Transportation:** From Grand Junction airport add’l $175
- **Trophy Fee:** None
- **License:** Buyer must purchase. Archery, first and late rifle seasons are draw tag; deadline is April 2013

Enjoy all of the beauty and splendor (not to mention the elk) of one of the most beautiful states in the country. Welder Outfitting Services is owned and operated by Colorado natives Brian and Shawn Welder, who provide a variety of camp locations and hunting opportunities in the state’s largest national forest. Over the past 20 years, Welder Outfitting Services has contributed $55,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

*Welder Outfitting Services, Brian and Shawn Welder*
*Meeker, CO, (970) 878-4559, www.flattops.com, packtrip@cmn.net*
NEW MEXICO ELK HUNT WITH LANDOWNER TAG

**By Timberline Outfitters**

- **Weapon:** Bow or muzzleloader
- **Species:** Bull elk
- **Area:** Unit 15
- **Dates:** 2013; dates to be determined
- **Other Available Years:** 2014
- **Number of Days:** 5 for muzzleloader, 7 for bow
- **Number of Hunters:** 1
- **Hunter/Guide Ratio:** 1:1
- **Add’t Hunter Cost:** $9,950
- **Non-Hunter Cost:** $150 per day
- **Upgrade Available:** N/A
- **Hunt Accommodations:** N/A
- **Hunt Transportation:** 4x4 and foot
- **Transportation:** From Albuquerque airport
- **Trophy Fee:** $100 roundtrip
- **License:** Hunter must purchase license

Perry Hunsaker is a passionate archery and black powder enthusiast and is also the inventor of the PalmSaver Ramrod and the KnuckleSaver Bullet Starter. Perry holds numerous awards and is known as one of the finest outfitters in the world. Perry is an award winning elk caller and known as the “Elk Whisperer” due to his unique way of communicating with elk. Perry has been featured on many outdoor programs such as Realtree Roadtrips, Bone Collector, Driven TV, Fear No Evil, Monster Bulls and more. He has guided hundreds of hunters on successful trophy hunts and is eager to take you on the elk hunt you’ve been dreaming of. Perry Hunsaker’s Timberline Outfitters has contributed more than $116,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

_Perry Hunsaker’s Timberline Outfitters, Luna, NM  
(575) 547-2413 or (480) 988-9654, www.timberlineoutfitters.com_

MONTANA BLACK BEAR HUNT

**By Elk Creek Outfitting**

- **Weapon:** Rifle
- **Species:** Black bear
- **Area:** Unit 121; Cabinet Mountains
- **Dates:** May 3-8 or 10-15, 2013
- **Other Available Years:** 2014
- **Number of Days:** 6
- **Number of Hunters:** 1
- **Hunter/Guide Ratio:** 1:1
- **Add’t Hunter Cost:** 2:1 $1,950; 1:1 $2,550
- **Non-Hunter Cost:** $100/day
- **Upgrade Available:** Add turkey add’l $500
- **Hunt Accommodations:** Cabins and lodge
- **Hunt Transportation:** 4x4 and horse
- **Transportation:** From Missoula included
- **Trophy Fees:** N/A
- **License:** Hunter must purchase $350; April 15 deadline

Elk Creek Outfitting is licensed to hunt the Cabinet Mountains on the Kootenai and Lolo National Forests as well as some amazing private land. Their spring bear hunts take place in the lower elevations of the green southern slopes where you’ll find a very high percentage of color-phase bears. Born and raised in this area, the Fitchett family has been in the outfitting business for more than 30 years. Their guides are well experienced hunters and know the country well. Together they will work hard to make your trip the best it can be.

_Elk Creek Outfitting, Brent Fitchett, Heron, MT  
(406) 847-5593, www.elkcreekoutfitting.com, huntelkcreek@montana.com, Booth #1850_

WYOMING BACKCOUNTRY ELK HUNT

**By Colby Gines Wilderness Adventures**

- **Weapon:** Bow
- **Species:** Elk
- **Area:** 60
- **Dates:** 2013; Aug. 31- Sept. 7, or Sept. 9-16 (depending on availability)
- **Other Available Years:** 2014
- **Number of Days:** 8 days/6 days of hunting
- **Number of Hunters:** 1
- **Hunter/Guide Ratio:** 2:1
- **Add’t Hunter Cost:** $5,000
- **Non-Hunter Cost:** $250/day
- **Upgrade Available:** 1:1 add’l $1,500
- **Hunt Accommodations:** Extreme wilderness camp
- **Hunt Transportation:** Mules
- **Transportation:** From Cody included
- **Trophy Fee:** N/A
- **License/Permit:** Hunters must purchase tag; draw deadline is January 31; leftover Type 9 license may be available; $577

Enjoy this trophy elk archery hunt in the heart of the Bridger Teton National Forest along the southeast boundary of Yellowstone National Park. This top-notch hunting camp is owned and operated by a fourth generation family of outfitters and Wyoming natives, Colby and Codi Gines. This fantastic, backcountry hunt is a tough, rigorous adventure in some of the most awesome, rugged landscape in North America. You don’t have to be Charles Atlas to be successful on this hunt, but you’ll enjoy yourself more if you are in shape. On your hunt, you can learn about everything from horsemanship and packing to stalking and calling. You’ll find their camp and their hunts to be the finest in Wyoming, and your adventure will be filled with extensive hunting, three huge meals a day and an experience you will be sure to never forget. Colby and Codi have contributed more than $12,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

_Colby Gines’ Wilderness Adventures, Colby & Codi Gines, Powell, WY, (307) 272-5367  
www.cgwildernessadventures.com, colby@cgwildernessadventures.com, License #BG33_
ALASKAN ELFIN COVE FISHING TRIP
By Fishmasters Inn
• Species: King salmon, Coho salmon, halibut, lingcod, rockfish
• Area: Elfin Cove, Alaska
• Dates: 2013 season (contact outfitter ASAP for available dates)
• Other Available Years: None
• Number of Days: 6 days/5 nights/4 days of fishing
• Number of Guests: 1
• Add’l Guest Cost: $3,685 (discount for buyer’s guests $2,895)

The guests of Fishmasters Inn are treated to this dramatic scene while enjoying their delicious meals and casually lounging around their comfortable lodge. The lodge is on the waterfront and provides easy access to their fast and roomy sportfishing boats. Their choicest fishing holes are a short hop from the lodge so you need not travel for hours before engaging in world-class Alaska sportfishing action. You can expect to leave for home with at least two full boxes of freshly frozen salmon and bottom-fish fillets and steaks, wonderful stories of the fish-that-didn’t-get-away, and happy memories that will last a lifetime. Fishmasters has contributed more than $11,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

Fishmasters Inn, Michael Legowski, Elfin Cove, AK
(888) 922-3474, www.fishmasters.com, Booth #930

ALASKA GRIZZLY/BROWN BEAR HUNT
By Westwind Guide Service
• Weapon: Rifle
• Species: Grizzly/brown bear
• Area: Southwest AK, Titnuk Camp
• Dates: Aug. 20-27, 2013
• Other Available Years: None
• Number of Days: 8
• Number of Hunters: 1
• Hunter/Guide Ratio: 1:1
• Add’l Hunter Cost: $12,500
• Non-Hunter Cost: Contact outfitter

Westwind Guide Service, owned and operated by Alaska Master Guide Tony Lee, operates in the areas of Alaska that have produced many world record trophies. Honest trophy sizes range between 8’ to 9½’ with skulls that vary from 24” to 28”. Their historical success is 85%-100% depending on the year and weather. Westwind takes a limited number of hunters per season and is committed to providing each client with excellent service and a high success rate on large bears. During the fall season, the bears are at their heaviest weight. This is the time of year when the bears move from the salmon streams to the hillsides seeking succulent berries. Come enjoy the finest big game hunting in North America; Westwind Guide Service has contributed more than $10,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

Westwind Guide Service, Tony Lee
(907) 373-2047, www.alaskabiggamehunting.com, westwindnayco@bigfoot.com, Booth #1443

IDAHO JETBOAT FISHING TRIP FOR 5
By Vogel Outdoor Adventures
• Species: Steelhead, sturgeon or bass
• Area: Lower Salmon River
• Dates: 2013 (contact outfitter for available dates)
• Other Available Years: 2014
• Number of Days: 3 days/2 nights
• Number of Guests: 5
• Add’l Guest Cost: $200/day/person

Don has more than 25 years of experience as a jetboat guide on the Salmon River. Enjoy the whitewater jetboat trip on Don’s 28-foot, twin-engine Bentz boat. Some say the scenery and whitewater boat trip make the adventure, and the fabulous fishing on the Salmon is an added bonus. You’ll enjoy the breathtaking panoramic view at their private, riverside cabin located 18 miles above the mouth of the Salmon River where it flows into the Snake River. You’ll be treated to home-style meals and snacks. Don has contributed more than $7,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

Vogel Outdoor Adventures, Don Vogel, Lewiston, ID
(208) 746-8590, www.vogeloutdooradventures.com
MONTANA 5-DAY YELLOWSTONE SUMMER VACATION FOR 2

By Montana Guide Service

- **Area:** Gardiner, MT / Mammoth, WY
- **Dates:** Summer 2013 (contact outfitter to arrange dates)
- **Other Years Available:** 2014
- **Number of Days:** 5
- **Number of Guests:** 2

Add’l Guest Cost: Contact donor

Trip Accommodations: Montana Guide Service’s Sportsman’s Lodge (see www.montanaguide.com)

Transportation: To ranch not included

License: Buyer must purchase fishing license if desired

Treat yourself to a Yellowstone summer vacation, and stay at the Montana Guide Service hunting lodge adjacent to Royal Teton Ranch. Whether you want to view the wonders of Yellowstone National Park, ride horseback on the range, fish the Yellowstone River or raft the rapids, Montana Guide Service will make your Montana vacation unforgettable! This tour for two can be expanded to fit your family or group of friends. Montana Guide Service has contributed $93,000 to the Elk Foundation’s Business Partners in Conservation program.


MAINE BEAR HUNT

By B Bar C & Russell Pond Outfitters

- **Weapon:** Rifle or bow
- **Species:** Black bear
- **Area:** North Maine Woods
- **Dates:** Sept. 2013 (confirm dates with outfitter)
- **Other Years Available:** None
- **Number of Days:** 6 nights/5 days of hunting
- **Number of Hunters:** 1
- **Hunter/Guide Ratio:** 3:1
- **Add’l Hunter Cost:** $1,595
- **Non-Hunter Cost:** $450/week

Upgrade Available: Contact outfitter

Hunt Accommodations: Cabin

Hunt Transportation: 4x4 and foot

Transportation: From Bangor airport not included

Trophy Fees: N/A

License/Permit: Hunter must purchase NMW gate fees; $30 for 16-70 years old

Danner: Has donated 1 pair of Pronghorn 400G boots

The legal hunting age in Maine is 10 years old, so this is a wonderful parent/child experience. A parent can also hunt or accompany youth for additional fee. The Russell Pond Camps Lodge is located 70 miles from Greenville, Maine, where you’ll find good success rates for bear hunting over bait. This is a wilderness location far from the pressure of other hunters. They bait an area over 430 square miles to spread out harvest and reach the highest amount of bears. Baits are set up in well-scouted, proven locations. They provide all transportation to and from stands as well as preparation of your trophy. They use primarily ladder-type stands and generally focus on the evening hunt. Guests can fish or just relax in the mornings. B Bar C & Russell Pond Outfitters has contributed more than $44,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

B Bar C & Russell Pond Outfitters, Joe & Inga Cabral

KANSAS TURKEY HUNT FOR 2

By The Cook Family

- **Weapon:** Shotgun or bow
- **Species:** Turkey
- **Area:** East-central Kansas
- **Dates:** Spring 2014
- **Other Years Available:** 2015
- **Number of Days:** 3 days
- **Number of Hunters:** 2
- **Add’l Hunter Cost:** N/A
- **Hunter/Guide Ratio:** 2:1

Non-Hunter Cost: Contact Cook family

Upgrade Available: Add’l days

Hunt Accommodations: Hotel or Bed and Breakfast

Hunt Transportation: Truck and foot

Transportation: From airport included

Trophy Fee: N/A

License/Permit: Hunter must purchase license and permit; approx. $100 total per hunter

The Cook Family would again like to treat two lucky hunters to three days of excellent turkey hunting, Don “Cookie” Cook has been an active RMEF volunteer in every possible roll for more than 20 years. His wife, Jana, and his son, Jerry, have also been crusaders of the RMEF mission through those decades. If you don’t already know the Cook Family, you’ll find new friends the moment you meet them. If you do know them, count yourself a fortunate person. The Cook family has contributed more than $26,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

Don, Jana, Jerry & Jill Cook, Emporia, KS, (620) 344-7450
IDAHO ELK HUNT
By B Bar C & Russell Pond Outfitters
• Weapon: Rifle
• Species: Elk
• Area: Lolo Zone
• Dates: Sept. – Nov. 2013 (contact outfitter for dates)
• Other Years Available: None
• Number of Days: 8 nights/6 days of hunting
• Number of Hunters: 1
• Hunter/Guide Ratio: 2:1
• Add’l Hunter Cost: $3,900

Russell Pond and B Bar C Outfitters is proudly owned and operated by Joseph and Inga Cabral. They have been NAHC approved for over a decade and have more than an 80% rebook rate. Idaho is a great elk destination. All elk tags are guaranteed. B Bar C had a great 2010 season with everyone seeing bulls and had a 50% harvest success. They generally hunt from pack-in camps, but the hunting can be just as good from their remote base camp. Depending on which camp you choose, they have cabins or wall tents for housing. Both have wood heat with comfortable cots and foams. Come see why people from all over keep hunting with Joe and the family at B Bar C & Russell Pond Outfitters. Joe and Inga have contributed more than $44,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

B Bar C & Russell Pond Outfitters, Joe & Inga Cabral
Saint Maries, ID, (208) 245-2458, bbarc@bbarcoutfitters.com, www.bbarcoutfitters.com

NICARAGUA FISHING TRIP FOR 2
By Rio Indio Lodge
• Species: Trophy common snook, fat snook, rainbow bass, mojarra, drum, tarpon and others
• Area: Rio Maíz National Park
• Dates: 2013
• Other Available Years: 2014
• Number of Days: 5 days/4 nights/3 days of fishing
• Number of Guests: 2
• Add’l Guest Cost: $2,700
• Trip Accommodations: Lodge
• Trip Transportation: 16-ft Jon boats and 20-ft fishing vessel
• Transportation: From San Jose, Costa Rica airport included.
• License/Permit: Hunters must purchase license

The Rio Indio Lodge embraces a perfect balance between comfort and adventure. Just minutes away from the Costa Rican and southern Nicaraguan border, this lost paradise is located in the Rio Maíz National Park, a vast area filled with history, virgin jungles and wildlife and some of the best fishing imaginable. All of their facilities are crafted using only the finest hard woods and are built to exacting standards. Their goal is to ensure maximum comfort and satisfaction in every aspect of your visit. This location offers great sport fishing. Tackle-tearing tarpon, trophy common snook, fat snook, rainbow bass (guapote), mojarra, drum and many more make The Rio Indio Lodge an exclusive year-round fishing destination for species unlikely to be found anywhere else. Bring the family for a vacation they will always remember.

The Rio Indio Lodge, North American Rep.: Bill Brannon

SASKATCHEWAN: MOOSE & DEER HUNT FOR 2 WITH TAGS
By Delta Big Game Outfitters
• Weapon: Rifle, bow or muzzleloader
• Species: Canadian moose and Saskatchewan whitetail deer
• Area: Saskatchewan Delta WMZ 60
• Dates: Oct. 9-13, 2013
• Other Available Years: 2014
• Number of Days: 8
• Number of Hunters: 2
• Hunter/Guide Ratio: 1:1
• Add’l Hunter Cost: $8,900
• Non-Hunter Cost: $1,000
• Upgrade Available: Add black bear hunt for add’l $3,000 tag plus $1,000 trophy fee
• Hunt Accommodations: Outpost included
• Hunt Transportation: Quad and/or boat
• Transportation: From main camp to outpost included
• License/Permit: Included

Here is a dream hunt you will not want to miss! Studies have shown that the moose population has been growing or holding its own in this area. The beautiful area where Delta Big Game Outfitters hunts is full of rivers, canals and small lakes. This water-locked land allows bulls in the area to age and to grow as large as 50” - 60”. Saskatchewan has the second largest herd of whitetail in North America with some of the best genetics in the world. They are widely known for their large mass and heavy horns. The area consists of 1,450 square miles for moose and 500 square miles for deer. These remote areas offer hunters the possibility of harvesting large, trophy animals. You will not want to miss this amazing Canadian hunt experience provided by the warm and hospitable folks at Delta Big Game Outfitters. Delta Big Game Outfitters has contributed more than $7,000 to the RMEF’s Big Game Banquet program.

Delta Big Game Outfitters, Nipawin, SK, (306) 888-7317 or (888) 550-2008
www.deltabiggameoutfitters.ca
**COLORADO SEMI-GUIDED BOW HUNT FOR 2**

By Bear Creek Outfitters

- **Weapon:** Bow
- **Species:** Elk
- **Area:** Gunnison National Forest, Colorado
- **Dates:** 3rd week of archery season
- **Other Years Available:** None
- **Number of Days:** 5
- **Number of Hunters:** 2
- **Hunter/Guide Ratio:** 3:1
- **Add’l Hunter Cost:** $3,500
- **Non-Hunter Cost:** $1,800
- **Upgrade Available:** N/A
- **Hunt Accommodations:** Premium Bear Creek Lodge
- **Hunt Transportation:** Bring your own horses or ATVs
- **Transportation:** To cabin not included; easy vehicle access to cabin
- **Trophy Fee:** N/A
- **License/Permit:** Buyer must purchase; application deadline Apr. 1, 2013

This semi-guided hunt takes place in the Gunnison National Forest, during 2013’s third week of archery season. Two days of guide service will be provided. The ranch is remotely located six miles off the highway in some of the best elk hunting grounds in Colorado. Deer, bear, grouse, and varmint are also found on this ranch. The main cabins are centrally located, and a well-established road system makes for easy access to all hunting and recreation areas. This ranch offers access to over 17,000 acres of prime terrain known for quality hunting. If you’re looking for a place to experience the beauty of the Colorado Rockies without the crowds, look no further. This is the hunt for you. Bear Creek Hunting Adventures has contributed more than $42,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

Bear Creek Hunting Adventures LLC, Somerset, CO

**MONTANA SNOWMOBILE TRIP FOR 6**

By Montana High Country

- **Area:** Southwest Montana
- **Dates:** Winter of 2013/14 (contact outfitter to arrange dates)
- **Other Available Years:** None
- **Number of Days:** 3 days/4 nights
- **Number of Guests:** 6
- **Additional Guest Cost:** $900 per person
- **Upgrades:** Add’l days $275/day
- **Trip Accommodations:** Deluxe lodge
- **Trip Transportation:** Polaris snowmobiles
- **Transportation:** To lodge not included
- **Also included:** 6 sleds for 3 days plus 1 day of guide service

This trip includes all meals, head-to-toe snowmobile clothing rental and the use of a Polaris Trail RMK snowmobile for each person. Additional days and/or guide services are available. Supreme accommodations at southwest Montana’s finest four-season lodge, the Montana High Country Ranch & Guest Lodge, offer every imaginable detail for your snowmobile vacation—including guided or unguided snowmobile rentals, complete clothing rental, lodging and meals. Beginners can choose miles of easy groomed trails with breathtaking scenery while unlimited backcountry trails, parks, bowls and alpine peaks with unrivaled sky-top views await the experienced rider. Located in the heart of great elk country, they offer year-round fishing, horseback riding, hunting and snowmobile adventures. Montana High Country has contributed more than $120,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

Montana High Country, Russ Kipp, Polaris, MT
(406) 834-3469 www.mhct.com, russ@mhct.com, Booth #675

**MONTANA FATHER/DAUGHTER ELK HUNT**

By Dome Mountain Outfitters

- **Weapon:** Rifle
- **Species:** Elk
- **Area:** 313
- **Dates:** Oct. – Nov. 2013
- **Other Available years:** N/A
- **No. of days:** 5
- **No. of hunters:** 1
- **Hunter/guide ratio:** 2:1
- **Additional Hunter Cost:** Contact outfitter
- **Non-Hunter Cost:** N/A
- **Upgrade Available:** N/A
- **Hunt Accommodations:** Rustic cabin/tent camp
- **Hunt Transportation:** From Bozeman airport included
- **License:** Hunter must purchase; application deadline Mar. 15

Remember the old Father/Daughter pancake breakfasts when you were a kid? Well, JB and Lennae are hosting more than just a few flapjacks with this memorable experience for a dad and his princess—or a mom and her prince! Outfitter JB Klyap and Dome Mountain Ranch offer a truly traditional, fair-chase, western big game hunt. This five-day guided hunt for two people includes home-cooked meals, sure-footed mountain ponies and some of the most professional guides in the business. Dome Mountain Ranch has contributed more than $23,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

Dome Mountain Outfitters, JB & Lennae Klyap
Emigrant, MT, (800) 313-HUNT, www.domemountainranch.com
ARIZONA HUALAPAI RESERVATION SPECIAL ELK PERMIT

Hualapai Department of Natural Resources

- **Weapon:** Rifle, bow or muzzleloader
- **Species:** Bull elk
- **Area:** 1 million acres of Hualapai Indian Reservation
- **Dates:** Tag good for any 15 consecutive days between Aug. 17 – Dec. 31, 2013
- **Other Available Years:** None – tag not transferable to another year

The Scholarship Hunt provides the client a rare opportunity to hunt on 1 million acres of the Hualapai Reservation with spectacular Grand Canyon views and no other hunters in the field for 15 consecutive days. The Hualapai Department of Natural Resources will provide lodging, food and transportation. The Hualapai’s portion of the proceeds from the sale of this hunt will be directly deposited into the Hualapai’s Scholarship Fund. This fund assists Tribal Members in furthering their education in natural resource-related fields that help conserve and benefit all wildlife and their habitats for future generations. Their Scholarship Fund promotes the Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation’s mission to ensure the future of elk, other wildlife and their habitat. The Hualapai have contributed more than $37,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

Hualapai Department of Natural Resources
Peach Springs, AZ, (928) 769-2254, www.hualapai-nsn.gov, naturalresources1@citilink.net

ARIZONA SPECIAL ELK PERMIT

- **Dates:** Aug. 15, 2013 – Aug. 14, 2014
- **Species:** Bull elk
- **Area:** Statewide except Camp Navajo in Unit 6B, Mohave County Park Lands in Unit 16A and Fort Huachuca in Unit 35A. (Open areas do not include any area closed to hunting under ARS sections 17-303 and 17 304 or Commission Rules R12-4-301, R12-4-801, R12-4-802 and R12-4-803)

Arizona boasts some of the biggest bulls in North America. Through the RMEF alone, this tag has raised more than $2.7 million since 1987 to benefit elk in the state. The hunter must submit the intact antlers and skull or skullcap for inspection and photographing within three days after the close of the season as prescribed in R12-4-308.

Arizona Game & Fish Department, Phoenix, AZ (602) 789-3349, www.gf.state.az.us

ARIZONA WHITE MOUNTAIN APACHE CHAIRMAN’S ELK TAG

- **Weapon:** Rifle, bow or muzzleloader
- **Species:** Bull elk
- **Area:** All areas open to elk hunting except Unit 8 of the White Mountain Apache Reservation
- **Dates:** Aug. 1 – Oct. 31, 2013
- **Other Available Years:** None – permit not transferable to another year
- **Cost for Add’l Permits:** N/A

This rare opportunity is considered by many to be the best elk hunting in the world. There is a three-year wait list to get a regular trophy hunt. The White Mountain Apache Tribe will offer two special elk permits to nontribal members. This special tag allows the hunter to hunt all open elk hunting units including the West End, Sunrise and Maverick trophy areas. The only unit not open to these permits is Unit 8. The Chairman’s tag hunters have exclusive hunt priority from Aug. 1 - Sept. 9—approximately five weeks prior to the earliest elk season on the reservation. The hunter may continue his or her hunt through Oct. 31. However, once the regular hunt begins, hunt unit priority is given to the regular season tag holders. Hunters must hire a licensed White Mountain Apache guide. The guide’s fee is negotiated between the hunter and the guide(s). Hiring a guide or several guides for pre-hunt scouting is recommended but not required. The White Mountain has waived the trophy fee for this tag. The White Mountain Apache Tribe has contributed more than $153,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partners in Conservation program.

White Mountain Apache Tribe, David Kitcheyan, Game and Fish Department Whiteriver, AZ, (928) 338-4385, dkitcheyan@wmat.us, Booth #1233
COLORADO STATEWIDE SPECIAL ELK PERMIT

• Dates: Aug. 31 – Dec. 31, 2013 (some units will open as early as Aug. 15, 2013; special restrictions could apply in some units) (seasonal and localized restrictions apply)
• Species: Elk either sex
• Area: Any unit open to elk hunting
• Weapon: Rifle, bow or muzzleloader
• Guide Service: Not included
• Note: No Buyer’s Premium is applied to the winning bid price

Take advantage of this special opportunity from Colorado Parks and Wildlife to hunt elk in this beautiful state for more than four months! Antler point restriction may apply depending on the game management unit you choose to hunt. Funds from the sale of this Statewide Special Elk Permit will be used for elk research, education and management.

Colorado Parks and Wildlife, Denver, CO
(303) 297-1192, www.wildlife.state.co.us

IOWA SPECIAL WHITETAIL BUCK & DOE PERMITS

• Dates: Choice of either 2013 or 2014 archery seasons, shotgun seasons and late muzzleloader season
• Species: 2 tags: 1 whitetail buck tag and 1 whitetail doe tag
• Area: Statewide
• Weapon: Bow, muzzleloader, shotgun or handgun (weapon is specific to season dates)
• Guide Service: Not included
• License: Not included

Iowa Department of Natural Resources is bringing the special whitetail deer permit back to the RMEF convention auctions. This buck and doe tag is good for 2013 and 2014 early and late archery season, shotgun seasons 1 and 2 as well as late muzzleloader season. Funds for this tag will go to support wildlife management in Iowa. Iowa is widely known to produce giant whitetail deer. Each year Iowa hunters have harvested a number of 200-plus class bucks. In 2006 the famous “Mingo Buck” scored 230. Don’t miss this special opportunity to hunt monster deer in the beautiful forests of Iowa!

Iowa Department of Natural Resources, Des Moines, IA
(515) 281-5973, steve.demand@dnr.iowa.gov

KENTUCKY BEGLEY AREA ELK PERMIT

• Species: Bull or cow elk
• Area: Begley Wildlife Management Area
• Weapon: Archery or rifle; season appropriate
• Hunting License: Hunter must purchase a Kentucky hunting license
• Services Included: 5-day western-style camp provided by RMEF volunteers during 1st week of rifle season Oct. 5-9, 2013

Don’t miss the hunting opportunity of a lifetime! This hunt will take place on the 40,000-acre Begley Wildlife Management Area near Pineville, Kentucky. RMEF hunters have enjoyed a nearly 100% success rate in this area, with bulls over 300-inch and larger regularly harvested. The RMEF Kentucky volunteers have also included a five-day, western-style camp during the first week of rifle bull season. These dedicated folks will provide tent-camp accommodations, hunt transportation and hunt assistance as well as delicious camp meals.

RMEF Kentucky Chapters
Contact: Bill Carman, (859) 489-1593, bearman@rmef.org

MONTANA SPECIAL ELK LICENSE

• Dates: 2013; Bow: Sept. 1-14; backcountry rifle: Sept. 15 – Nov. 25; General: Oct. 20 – Nov. 25
• Species: 1 bull elk
• Area: All elk hunting districts by listed time period
• Weapon: Appropriate weapon as defined by valid season
• Guide Service: Not included

This license will allow you to hunt during any valid elk hunting season for four months over a five-month period. How would you like to hunt elk in Montana’s expansive Missouri River Breaks or in the famed Elkhorn mountains? How about the Bear Paws of north-central Montana or a late season Gardiner hunt? If your goal is to take a great bull in a spectacular setting, Montana is the place to be. This highly sought-after license will generate much-needed funding for Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks’ nationally recognized elk management program.

Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife & Parks, Helena, MT
MONTANA SPECIAL SHIRAS MOOSE PERMIT

- Dates: Sept. 15 – Nov. 25, 2013
- Species: Valid for 1 antlered bull
- Area: All valid moose hunting districts
- Guide Service: Not included

The statewide Montana moose license is back at Elk Camp! This tag is valid for one antlered bull in any of the legally described 2013 moose hunting districts during their respective open seasons during 2013. Montana boasts approximately 20% of the Boone & Crockett Shiras moose records, with bulls harvested in both northwestern and southwestern areas of the state. Don’t miss your opportunity to hunt this unique big game animal.

Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife & Parks

NEBRASKA SPECIAL DEER, ANTELOPE & TURKEY PERMIT

- Dates: Any open season beginning in 2013 or beginning in 2014
- Weapons: Any weapon valid for that season
- Species: 1 deer, 1 antelope, and 2 turkeys can be taken in total by use of this permit, regardless of whether taken in 2013 or 2014
  (a) Antelope: 1 antelope of either sex, in total, may be taken statewide during any open antelope season provided weapons legal for that season are used
  (b) Deer: 1 deer of either sex, in total, may be taken statewide during any open deer season provided weapons legal for that season are used
- Area: Statewide; any open hunting area
- License: Included (includes Habitat Stamp)
- Guide Service: Not included

This is one permit open to residents and non-residents and allows a total of one pronghorn, one deer (mule deer or whitetail) and two turkeys. This combination permit is valid until filled during the hunting seasons beginning in 2013 and seasons beginning in 2014. The permit is also season choice and can be used during any open season with weapons valid for that season.

Nebraska Game and Parks Commission, Lincoln, NE, (402) 471-0641

NEVADA WILDLIFE HERITAGE ROCKY MOUNTAIN ELK TAG

- Dates: TBA – The Saturday next preceding the earliest date established in regulation by the Board of Wildlife Commission for antlered elk through the last day of December excluding depredation hunts
- Weapon: Any legal weapon may be used throughout the season
- Species: Bull elk with at least one antler
- Area: All open elk management units
- Guide Service: Not included
- Hunting License: Not included
- Note: 10% Buyer’s Premium fee is added to the final auction price

An additional 10% Buyer’s Premium will be added to the final bid price of this tag. Once again, RMEF and Nevada Department of Wildlife have teamed up to raise money for wildlife projects in Nevada by auctioning another special statewide elk permit. Nevada provides an unparalleled opportunity to seek a true trophy. Nevada’s Heritage Rocky Mountain Elk Tag holders have all taken very impressive bulls over the last decade. All have exceeded 375 Boone & Crockett points, with non-typical scores exceeding 400 points.

Nevada Department of Wildlife, Reno, NV, (775) 688-1500, www.ndow.org

NEW MEXICO SPECIAL DEER PERMIT

- Weapon: Any legal weapon
- Species: Bull elk
- Weapon: Any legal weapon
- Species: Deer; any 1 buck
- Area: Statewide on any public land open to hunting, including Wildlife Management Areas and private land with permission
- Guide Service: Not included

The New Mexico Department of Game and Fish brings its Special Deer Permit to Elk Camp for the fourth time. This is a highly sought-after tag. New Mexico’s Rio Arriba county has more mule deer in the Boone & Crockett record book than any county in the United States. The lucky hunter will have the opportunity to harvest a trophy-class buck in the game management unit of his or her choice using any legal weapon, regardless of the season. New Mexico has continued to manage its deer for both quality and trophy bucks. Proceeds from the permit sale will go to benefit deer in New Mexico. For details, contact the New Mexico deer biologist at (505) 476-8039.

New Mexico Department of Game & Fish
Santa Fe, NM, (505) 476-8039, www.wildlife.state.nm.us, Booth #251
NEW MEXICO SPECIAL ELK LICENSE

- **Weapon:** Any legal weapon
- **Species:** Bull elk
- **Dates:** Sept. 1, 2013 – Jan. 31, 2014
- **Area:** Statewide on any public land open to hunting, including Wildlife Management Areas and private land with permission
- **Guide Service:** Not included

New Mexico is famous for its trophy-class Rocky Mountain elk. The New Mexico Department of Game and Fish brings another Special Elk Permit to Elk Camp. The lucky hunter will have the opportunity to harvest a trophy-class bull in the game management unit of his or her choice using any legal weapon, regardless of the season. New Mexico has continued to manage its elk herds for both quality and trophy bulls. With about 80,000 elk in the state, several game management units consistently produce some of the largest bulls in the country with several bulls approaching or exceeding the 400 mark every year. An elk was harvested in 2008, setting the new world record for SCI typical elk, scoring 437 5/8. Proceeds from the permit sale will benefit elk in New Mexico. For details, contact the New Mexico elk biologist at (505) 476-8039.

New Mexico Department of Game & Fish, Santa Fe, NM
(505) 476-8039, www.wildlife.state.nm.us, Booth #251

NEW MEXICO SPECIAL BIG GAME ENHANCEMENT PACKAGE

- **Dates:**
  - (c) Oryx: Apr. 1, 2013 – Mar. 31, 2014
  - (e) Pronghorn: Aug. 1 – Nov. 1, 2013
- **Species:**
  - (a) Deer: buck with a minimum of one forked antler
  - (b) Elk: mature bull
  - (c) Oryx: either sex
  - (d) Ibex: either sex
  - (e) Pronghorn: mature buck
- **Guide Service:** Not included
- **Weapon:** The weapon type for all authorizations in this package shall be any legal weapon unless specific weapon restrictions exist pursuant to public land management agency regulations.
- **Area:**
  - (a) Deer: any legally accessible public lands where hunting is allowed and private land with written permission.
  - (b) Elk: any legally accessible public lands where hunting is allowed and private land with written permission.
  - (c) Oryx: any legally accessible public lands where hunting is allowed and private land with written permission. If the holder of an oryx authorization or license chooses to hunt on WSMR, they must contact the New Mexico Department of Game and Fish two weeks in advance of proposed hunt start date to schedule access to White Sands Missile Range (WSMR) and must be accompanied by a badged department employee or a WSMR escort when on WSMR lands.
  - (d) Ibex: any legally accessible public lands where hunting is allowed and private land with written permission.
  - (e) Pronghorn: any legally accessible public lands where hunting is allowed and private land with written permission.

The five license, five species New Mexico Big Game Enhancement Package will be back at Elk Camp again. This package includes state-wide licenses for pronghorn, elk, deer (mule deer or Coues white-tail), Persian (Bezoar) Ibex, and Gemsbok oryx. The SCI World Record Persian ibex (non-native range) is from New Mexico, and the Florida Mountains consistently produce world-class billies. A 2011 Pronghorn taken in New Mexico in the new #2 SCI. New Mexico’s Rio Arriba county has more mule deer in the Boone & Crockett record book than any county in the United States. New Mexico elk hunting is world renowned and produces 400-class bulls annually. The successful bidder on this package may hunt all five species or barter/ trade/sell any license he or she does not intend to hunt. For more details, contact Stewart Liley at (505) 476-8039.

New Mexico Department of Game & Fish, Santa Fe, NM
(505) 476-8039, www.wildlife.state.nm.us, Booth #251
NEW MEXICO ZUNI INDIAN RESERVATION ELK HUNT

By Zuni Fish and Wildlife Department

- **Weapon:** Rifle
- **Species:** Bull elk
- **Area:** Unit 11; Zuni Indian Reservation
- **Dates:** 2013 (dates to be determined)
- **Other Available Years:** None; tag cannot be carried to another year
- **Number of Days:** 7
- **Number of Hunters:** 1
- **Hunter/Guide Ratio:** 1:1
- **Add’l Hunter Cost:** Contact Zuni Fish and Wildlife
- **Non-Hunter Cost:** Contact Zuni Fish and Wildlife
- **Upgrade Available:** Contact Zuni Fish and Wildlife
- **Hunt Accommodations:** Bed & Breakfast and meals included
- **Hunt Transportation:** 4x4 and/or ATV
- **Transportation:** Not included
- **Trophy Fee:** Trophy fee waived for this tag
- **License:** Hunting license and permit provide

The Zuni Tribe of New Mexico is providing another incredible opportunity to hunt the Zuni Indian Reservation for a trophy bull elk during the peak of the rut. Hunting license and permit are included. This fully-outfitted hunt includes one-on-one guide service and room and board. This area is prime elk country with elevations ranging from 6,200 to 7,800 feet. Rugged canyons, mesa tops and flat sandy hills provide excellent but remote cover for these trophy animals. In 2007 three top bulls harvested on the Zuni scored 370, 4087 and, 410 B&C gross green scores. A bull scored 412 in 2003. This is a fabulous opportunity to hunt the gorgeous mesas and forests of western New Mexico while enjoying the warm hospitality of the Zuni people. The Zuni have contributed more than $60,000 to the RMEF’s Business Partner in Conservation program.

Zuni Fish and Wildlife Department, Zuni, NM

OREGON ELK & DEER COMBO PERMIT

- **Dates:** Sept. 1 – Nov. 30, 2013
- **Species:** 1 elk and 1 deer
- **Area:** Any area within Oregon Wildlife Unit boundaries as defined in 2013 Oregon Big Game Regulations, except refuges and specific closures
- **Weapon:** Any weapon legal for deer and elk hunting as provided in OAR chapter 635, division 65
- **Guide Service:** Not included

The Oregon Combo Permit is back at Elk Camp! This special governor’s permit is one of the only two combination hunts offered by the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife. Oregon provides outstanding elk hunting areas for Roosevelt and Rocky Mountain elk, as well as trophy-class hunting opportunities for mule deer, white-tailed and black-tailed deer. The lucky holder of this permit may hunt throughout Oregon over an extended 91-day season with a rifle, muzzleloader, handgun or bow. Don’t miss out on this unique opportunity to hunt the elk and deer of your lifetime!

Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife, Salem, OR
(503) 947-6087, www.oregonauctionhunts.com

PENNSYLVANIA SPECIAL ELK CONSERVATION TAG

- **Dates:** Sept. 2 – Nov. 9, 2013 (tentative)
- **Species:** Elk (antlered)
- **Area:** Any PA elk hunt zones
- **Sporting Arm:** Any legal weapon per PA hunting regulations
- **Guide Service:** Not included; list of permitted guides available upon request
- **Licenses:** Hunter must purchase an elk hunting license (resident $25 or nonresident $250) and a general hunting license (resident $20.70 or nonresident $101.70)

2013 marks the 100th Anniversary of elk restoration by the Pennsylvania Game Commission, and RMEF is honored to be able to offer the fifth and final Pennsylvania Special Elk Conservation Tag at Elk Camp. In 2008 Pennsylvania passed a law awarding one special elk tag to be auctioned each year for five years. 2013 marks the last year for ACT 2008-101 and unless the act is renewed, the last Special Elk Conservation Tag will be sold. Pennsylvania’s elk herd numbers approximately 700 head and in 2010, Boone & Crockett ranked Pennsylvania in the top 10 trophy bull producing states of the decade. RMEF and the Pennsylvania Game Commission have a long and productive partnership in stewarding elk habitat in the Keystone State as well as enhancing conservation education.

Pennsylvania Game Commission, www.pgc.state.pa.us
Contact: Barry Zaffuto, (570) 398-4744, bzaffuto@state.pa.us
WASHINGTON SPECIAL EASTSIDE ELK PERMIT

- **Weapon:** Any legal weapon
- **Dates:** Sept. 1 – Dec. 31, 2013
- **Species:** Bull elk
- **Area:** Eastern Washington except GMU 157, those GMUs closed to elk hunting and those GMUs not open to branch-antlered bull elk hunting by the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission
- **Guide Service:** Not included

The Special Washington Eastside Elk Permit is returning to Elk Camp! Washington produces a number of 400-class Rocky Mountain bulls, and this opportunity will not only offer a hunt of a lifetime, it will raise much-needed funding for the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife to support important wildlife projects.

*Washington Department of Fish & Wildlife*  
(360) 902-2515, www.wdfw.wa.gov, wildthing@dfw.wagov

WYOMING GOVERNOR’S BIG GAME TAG

- **Dates:** 2013 season
- **Species:** Hunter’s choice of elk, deer or antelope
- **Area:** Any open hunt area in the state
- **Weapon:** Legal weapon for appropriate season
- **Guide Service:** Not included

The buyer of this tag may choose to hunt elk, deer or antelope during the 2013 hunting season in any open hunting unit in the state of Wyoming (both general license and limited quota license areas). Season dates and license numbers for 2013 will be finalized in May 2013. The buyer of this license must select the species to be hunted, then may hunt any open hunt area in the state, subject to existing season dates and limitations. All current regulations apply for the particular hunt area being hunted at the time, including means of take. Buyer may hunt different or multiple units in the state but only take one animal. Any resident or non-resident whose privileges to purchase a license are not under suspension or revocation in Wyoming or other wildlife violator compact states is eligible to bid on these licenses, including previous Wyoming governor’s license purchasers. These licenses may be purchased in addition to drawing a license for that species in the license draw.

*Wyoming Wildlife—The Foundation*  
(307) 432-9453, www.whfw.org

WYOMING GOVERNOR’S MOOSE PERMIT

- **Dates:** 2013 season
- **Area:** Any open moose hunt area with more than 10 antlered licenses are issued
- **Weapon:** Legal weapon for appropriate season
- **Guide Service:** Not included

The buyer of this moose tag is allowed to hunt moose in any open moose hunt area with more than 10 antlered or any moose licenses issued. In 2012, that included hunt areas 1, 5, 10, 20, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, and 38/41. These areas accounted for 75% of the antlered or any licenses issued in 2012. All current regulations for the chosen hunt area apply including method of take (i.e. only archery equipment can be used during the archery season). Buyer may hunt different or multiple units in the state but may only take one animal. Season dates and license numbers for 2013 will be finalized in April 2013. Any resident or non-resident whose privileges to purchase a license are not under suspension or revocation in Wyoming or other wildlife violator compact states is eligible to bid on these licenses, including previous Wyoming governor’s license purchasers. These licenses may be purchased in addition to drawing a license for that species in the license draw. Purchase of a Wyoming Governor’s Moose License is exempt from the five-year waiting period and does not affect any preference points accumulated.

*Wyoming Wildlife—The Foundation*  
(307) 432-9453, www.whfw.org
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